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MUB space 
discussed • 1S 
By Pamela DeKoning -
After lengthy debate and 
discussion, the MUB Board of 
Governors tabled its proposal 
on space allocation in the MUB 
last night. 
After consideration of several 
options, the board ·came to the 
following recommendations 
about office space for the MUB 
next year. The proposal has not 
been voted on, aqd revisions are 
still possible. 
• Place Greek advisor Mike 
Sciola' s office in the MUB in 
office 126C, near Student Ac-
tivities. · 
• Move Legal Services. from its 
office in Student Senate to an 
office in tl:J.~ Commuter Transfer 
Cent~r, which ·is.._currently used 
as an intern' s office. 
• Maintain the Cool-Aid Of-
fice in its present location. 
• Move SAFO Treasurer Don 
Harley's Office to the office of 
the Women's Center 
•Terminate the Women's Cen-
ter's office space. 
• Move fhe Common Off ice to 
the inner off ice of the Student 
Press · 
• Move the PF0 Off ice to the 
current Common Office. 
•Move· the SAFC Office to the 
present Legal Services office and 
make this space available to _all 
Senate chairs, as well as the 
Student Trustee. 
•Give the present PFO/SAFC 
Office to the Debate Society and 
IFC/PanHel to sh_are. · 
· • Give Don Harley's ptesem 
office to the Ski Club. 
Jay Gould offered this prop-
osal after· lengthy discussion and 
disagreement -amongst board 
members. 
Although the proposal was 
widely agreed upon, the decision 
to table was based on a number 
of factors. Among tl}em were, 
determi~ing whether or not 
Don Harley will become a full-
time employee next year, wheth-
er or not Mike Sciola should 
rece.ive office space, whether 
SAFC needs office space, if Legal 
Services can adequately function 
in the CTC space, and allowing 
board members to fully evaluate 
the proposal. · 
George Yfantopulos que_sti-
oned the board's prior recom-
mendation to move Don Har-
ley's office space because doubts 
have arisen concerning Harley's 
fuH or part-time status for next 
year. 
Interim SAFC Chair Chris 
Sterndale said he was fairly 
certain that Harley would be-
come a full time employee next 
year. · 
MUB Director Renee Roma-
no expressed disagreement with 
Sterndale's sentiments based 
on her discussions .with Dean 
of Students Gregg Sanborn. 
Romano · said 5anborn told her 
the decision on Harley had not_ 
been made and that he may not 
be made full-time. 
Sanborn was unavailable · for 
comm'ent. 
Romano said, "It's irrespon-
sible to make a decision in 
regard to administr~tive space 
in a rush without all the infor-
mation." 
Gould stressed administrative 
communication and relation-
ships in his support for giving 
Harley a larger office. He said~ 
"It is important to consider the 
importance Qf communication 
a'nd administrative relation-
ships. Don Harley offers a lot 
to studerrt's, I don't think his 
going full time sho~ld affect our 
decision." 
In an interview earlier yes-
terday Gould said, "With the 
recommendations, Don Har~ey _ 
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The run-off candidates for Student Body President square off in the MUB. (Addie Holmgren 
photo) 
SBP tickets do h:attle 
Hammond, Gould take aim, at eaFh other 
By Jay Kumar ~ednesday to decide the 
A run-off debate between the wmner. 
remaining two stud~nt body Hammond started the fire-
presidential tickets turned into 
I works hy c.ommenting in her . 
a free-for-all yesterday with the opening speech that Gould had 
ca,ndi.date$ taking potshots at _limited .himself to student go-
each other' throughout the hour- vernment; "and just to throw 
long event. in some diversity, he pledged 
The tickets of Wendy Ham- a fraternity" this semester. 
mond/Mike Rose and Jay Gouldrespondedbyquestion-
Gould/Jennifer Turbyne took ing Hammond's involvement 
turns firing verbal volleys at in· the Greek system and in the 
each other in the Strafford Student Senate. He brought up 
Room of the MUB as a sparse the issue of Hammond's attend-
crowd of 60 looked on. The ance at Student Senate meetings, 
tickets, who finished first and ' to which she replied, "You 
second in last week's SBP elec- defended me on this subjec-
tion, will participate in a run- t ... You were not doubting me 
off election next Tuesday and _ (last week)." 
Sparks flew when Hammond 
asked Gould why he "botched 
up the Student Trustee elec-
tion." GouJd replied that he was 
only the chairperson of the 
commit,t-ee in. -charge of the 
election. · . . 
The election i~ question was 
held last October, and later 
declared invalid because it vi-
olated a state bylaw which said 
it (the election) can only be held 
· in March. 
Hammond cited Gould's in-
volvement with the MUB Board 
of Governors and asked, "Why 
aren't Bret and Eric (Clemons 
DEBA_TE; page 8 
SAFC chair appointed 
By Rob Matthews thi's is important because the · 
George Yfantopulos was ap- Se-nate has to approve all of 
point~d chairman of the Student SAFC's budget:proposals. 
Activity Fee Council (SAFC) last As a senator, Yfantopulos 
Friday by a Senate committee noticed that there are many 
consisting of Student Body senators who do not know very 
PresideQ.t Warner Jones, inte- much about SAFC or what its 
rim SAFC Chair Chris Sterndale, organizaticlns are t,rying to do. 
Executive Officer Steve Rod- Yfantopulos said there are 
erick, SAFO Business Manager currently four senators involved 
Chris Germain and Program- with SAFC. He said each ob-
ming Fund Organization Man- serves two organizations in 
ager Meagan Michelle. . order to get an understanding 
Yfantopulos, a sophomote of what is happening within · 
· applicant to WSBE, will be them. He said he would like to 
'taki-ng .over for interim chair- see these four senators stand 
man Chris Sterndale. Sterndale up at Senate meetings and 
replaced Patrick Sweeney in discuss the activity of their 
early March when Sweeney was .groups. 
asked to resign amidst allega- Yfantopulos would also like Newly elected SAFC Chait- · 
tions of abuse of phone priv- the chair to be more involved person George Yfantopulos 
ileges. with each organization and get (Ellen Botshon photo) As SAFC chairman, Yfant_o- a feel for their basic agendas .. 
pulos will be in charge of the He said that maqy times . freshman. He said that during 
. committee that handles the during a SAFC meeting, an a survey, 80 percent of the 
funding of nine organizations organization will bring up a freshman said they wanted to 
such as The New Hampshire, budget proposal, and the prop- join a club anc;l only ten percent 
SCOPE, and MUSO. SAFC also osal will be passed without actually did. . 
decides how Student funds will anyone, really knowing what it Yfantopulos is hoping the fair be spent. was all about. will generate some interest and 
According to Sweeney, SAFC Yfantopulos said comrriun- is working with A_nne Lawing, 
handles nearly three quarters ication is the key. He said,, "We the program advisor at the 
of a million dollars. need more communication." MUB, to finish the final details. 
Yfantopulos said his first Also in the works for _next Sweei:iey; fo:mer SAFC chair-_ . - priority is to break the gap in year is a job fair that Yfanto- ~an,rsa1d he hkes what he se~s The top floor of the MUB w1U undergo i:enovauons over tt).e. wmmupication between.:&AF( ' ·pul6s hbpes wiU frrl:ro'<tluce stu-= . , in iY,r~n.t9pulqs because of his -summer. (Addie Holmg.uen 'photo) ( "- ; - and the St~dent Senate. He' saiid !,,. 'dent drganizations to inMrnftig" :' · SA'FC; page 6 ' 1 • "" 1 ' ' '. ' 
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UNH profs express themselves with door decor · 
. . ·, 
By Leslie Robinson communicatiniz--at least -not 
Philosophy professor Char- through it off i~e doors. Most 
lotte Witt has only one item on doors carry ·only one or two 
her office door, but it's a winner. cartoons. 
The framed, "New Yorker" - Professor Sheila Mc:Namee 
cartoon,- sitting in the door's rationalizes having only two on 
window, reads, " Excuse me, her door. "I li'ke simplicity. · 
Officer. I'm an academic. Where Those two . cartoons pack a 
~m I?" punch because they' re only two. 
Witt and'a handful of others Otherwise they'd -·lose their 
aside, however, the majority of significance," the communica-
UNH professors have been tions professor says wryly. 
shirking their door-decorating The Music Department dis-
duties. plays a penchant to · inform. 
Professors have allowed their Announcements of AIDS Aware-
off ice doors to go dangerously ness Week, the Faculty Concert 
uncluttered. They have actively Series, music festivals, openings 
maintained boring doors, leav- for graduate assistantships and 
ing students with little to look plenty more sit , on these doors. 
at while traveling the hal.ls. -The notices even spill over onto 
Some or these doors are even, the walls. 
yes, nude. Dr. Kathleen Wilson Spil-
Not all professors are guilty. lane, who~e door carries a 
Art professor David Smith can Metropolitan Opera calendar 
li1,y claim to the most -inspired and an Opera Workshop rehear-
. door in his department. He has sal schedule, reveals a nice sense 
UNH professors show a little indivi-duality.JPete T~mposi photo) 
mixed art postcards with "New of humor with a photocopy of 
Yorker" cartoons and "Bloom a "Family Circus" cartoon, in 
County" and ''.Shoe"·comicstrips which the two little boys are 
to create a door worth persuing. watching an opera on television, 
And only some of these cartoons_ and one says,"He stabbed her sional musicians gather, they his group has been try.ing t~. The History Department, 
on· 
are art-related, demonstrating to make her stop si~ging." , talk about money." decide what to put up on doors the fourth floor of Horton w
ins · 
Professo-r Smith's 9bvious in- Dr. Robert· Stibler, ,who Not in the least interesting and elsewhere by way of dee- points for only two things. T
he_ 
tellectual flexibility. , · teaches trumpet and theory, has are the doors--nearly all of oration. "We've sort of stayed ·. fir.st is the e0nsisten~y Professor 
Down the hall, Professor the liveliest door in the depart- them--.in the Space and Engi- back from sticking things up for John Vol-1 dis:plays by·'including
 
Patricia Emison's-door carries ment, which isn't saying much. - neering Science Building. The no conscious reason,:· he says. . three "Shoe'' strips on his_do
oi;:, 
a poster of a painting of a man He has dotted his door with. maroon doors remain pristine. This sort of blazing t;1on- - all dealing '.with Skyler_ taki
ng 
writing. The poster is an adver- cartoons and quotations, the On the first floor, home of the action isn't the ·reason the · history,; exams ail.d,,oming 
up · 
tisement for an Italian, art latter the sign of a person with Ocean Process Analysis Labor- German and Russian .. Depart- with some creative answers. 
exhibition. "I got it when I was , true interest in fashioning a atory, each door holds a rectan- ment doors in Murkland are so _ The second is the appeali
ng 
in Italy in January," Emison says. fashionable door. . gle of computer paper which dull. According to Russian pro- name card on Profess.or Ma
rc 
"It seemed like a good place to · After all, quotations often reads "OPAL," and gives the fessor Aleksa Fleszar, professors - Schwarz's door, instead of the 
put it. A lot of people don't have to be carefully cut out of room number. and name Qf the hav~n't _been -allo:w-ed to put' usual .drab typewritteq car:d. H
is 
know what Renaissance art a newspaper or magazine ar- resident. things up since the doors were n~me ,is written in caJligtap
hy, 
looks like. !his should give ticle. Exhausting, . time- "I think thiflgs are still_ un- repainted, because t•ape pulls and the card includes, a.bord
er 
them a taste,. ; ,,... , , · · . , ..... , 1 ; cohsumin,g _wo,r:k. The fruit' of: ; settlecL,b(:r,e~" e_:x;plains rd,ata , ithe paint -right G>ff .13-ut ,sh<:;_. has, , aJ}d fJq~ers \, _, , i .. ",':: , , · .. ~ 
Elsewher~. in Paul Creative Dr. Stibler's toil? "Wh~n ama.- analystJet_ry Needell, addi;ng poster on her door, held uncer- Professor Edwa.r:~ ,Francq, of
 
Arts ~enter ; 1:he-G0mmunica-• . teur·musiciarts get together, they the Lab has peen in that-location tainly by tacks in holes that'were . DOORS, page 10 
ti on s Department isn't - talk about music. ~when profes:.. only a year-and-a-half. He says already there. 
' - ~ -
NEWS IN ·BRIEF 
Stealth bomber revealed -· Connecticut-- highest in-
After a dec<1:de of secrecy about the pi;-oject, the 
Air Force·released a drawing of the Stealth bomber 
today and said the plane would make its first test 
flight this fall. The plane, which looks like a giant 
flying wing, is designed to fly without being detected 
by radar. - · ·· -
Sam Nunn, the Georgia Democrat who is 
chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee, 
predicted the bomber "will render obsolete billions 
of dollars of Soviet investment in their current 
air defense." 
The Air Force said that it was lifting tpe ·-secrecy 
surrounding the plane because of the approach of 
the plane's first flight . '.'Many actions associated 
with preparations for that flight can be best 
accomplished in the open, without compromising 
program security,':' said an Air Force official. · 
Jacks.on hints desire to _ 
team With Dukakis 
After Michael'Dukakis' New York victory over' 
Jes~e Jackson on Tuesday,,it appeared that tbe battle 
for the Democratic nomination was a-ll over, Jackson, 
who intends to continue his camp~ign, .hinted 
Wedn,esday that he would like to be i_nclu4ed_ on 
Dukakis' presidential ticket. · 
come in all of America 
Connecticut residents had the highest average 
)ncome in the nation last year , more than double 
the -per capita income of Mississippi, which nad 
the lowest, the Government said today. 
The Commerce Departmd'i't said the residents 
earned $20,980 for every adult and child in 1987, 
an increase of 6.9 percent over 1986. Mississippi 
ranked last with a per capita income of $10,204, 
a 5.2 percent increase over the previous year. 
New Jersey, with an in,come of $20,607, ranked 
second; · Massachusetts, with $18,926, ranked third, 
and New York, with $18,055 ranked fourth. 
Alaska, which took over the No. 1 spot from 
Connecticut at the start of the oil boom in 1973 
and held it u.ntil 19.85, fell to fifth in 1987. Its average 
income actually fell 0. 7 percent last year to $17,886. 
Seven of the lowest 10 states were in the South. 
Besides Missippi, they were West VirginiaiArkansas, 
Louisiana, Alabama, South Carolina, and Kentucky. 
For the 'nation, per capt ta income averaged 
$15J40, a 4.8 percent increase from the year before. 
That was slower tlian the 5.2 percent growth rate 
iri 1986 and even slower than the rate of 6.1 percent · 
in 1985. 
-A-ID~ vaccine help·s body 
· fend off disease 
Said Jackson of Dukakis, "I need his support base A scient.ist who g~v~ himself a~ 'experimental 
to win. He needs my support base to win. Together AIDS v.accine says booster treatments have pro- , 
we can: win." Jackson did not elaborate ·when asked longed his defenses against the AIDS virus for more -
if- he was proposing the makeup of rhe Democratic_ _ than a yeai,._- Tests· sho,wed t_hat his body ret~ined 
ticket. · · at least some defenses for up to 3 70 days after the 
Du~alds is "going to have to take a look at who initial vaccinatioo . . 
his running ~ .ate wil! be, a1:1d he's certainly goinr, The s_cien~tist: Daniel Zagury of the U piversity 
to have to give considerat10n to Jesse Jackson, of Paris is uncertain whether the vaccine and 
said ~er~!d Aµstin,Jackson's campaign mani~er: .. : booster;wpul~ actually prev.enti,nf~ct.to,n from 
Austm said he was .unsure whether or ~ot.J?,cks9n_ . th,e A~OS yirus. Zagury said thaqli.e bqosG~r shot 
wants the post. procedure is too cumbersome for large ·scale trials. 
! 
i 
Abortions may ease mul--
tiple pregnancy births 
New York researchers reported yesterday that 
aborting some fetuses in multiple pregnancies may 
help chances of survival of the remaining fetuses 
and cuuld reduce birth complications. The practice 
is justified medically when the mother is carrying 
four or more fetuses, in which case the odds of an 
abnormal birth is greatly increased. 
Multiple pregnancies, including . those with five, 
six or seven, fetuses, are becoming more common 
with the increasing use of fertility drugs. 
Scientists compare the situatioff of a multiple 
birth to an "overcrowded lifeboat", in wli.ich the 
chances that each fetus will live increases as less 
are conceived. The mother usually suffer_s from 
an early delivery, resulting in a· p'rem~ture birth 
or infant death. 
lhe new _procedure, known as "~elective reduc-
tion", might "offer an -option .to ,s.ave the !iv.es of 
a J)umber of desperately wanted infants," said a 
report being published in the New England Journal 
of Medicine. 
More pyramids disco-
vered in Egypt 
French archaeologists have discovered two 
pr·eviously unknown pyramids dating back more 
than 4,000 years buried beneath the desert sand 
. of Egypt, authorities said Wednesday. · .. 
_ Zahi Ha was, director of antiquities in the pyramids . 
area, said the French expedition used high-
technology scanners to make the discovery in 
Saqqara, a vast graveyard for Egy:pt's ruling pharaohs 
'about 17 miles southwest of Cairo. 
Hawas said in an interview that the stru~mres, , 
about 40 feet tall, were "queen ·py.rami-ds" dating . 
back to the rule of Pharoah PepH in the Sixth dynasty: . 
between 2420 B.C. and 2280 B.C. . 
A group of experts present the facts about AIDS. (Ell~,1 Botshon 
photo)'- ' · 
Panel presents~ 
facts about AIDS 
By Kathleen Healy Sexual activity is the main 
In the 1960s, the Byrds sang way that the d~::..:: ~ ,;e is trans-
a song that $imply sfates there mitred: It is estimated Lhat 70 
is a season/ a time, for ·every- to 75. percent of all cases are 
thing. The theme of UNH's transmitted sexually, with a 
AIDS Awareness Week is that growing number being attrib-: 
now is· the tF~e ·-ro remember uted to heterosexuals. Hetero-
those how suffer' from AIDS; . -s'exuals no'w ac'co·uo.t for· fou r r 
to l~arn the facts _ about AIDS, percent of all cases. 
and .to act -to stop the spread of Skolnik. also pointed out that 
AIDS. of the four percent of hetero-
0 n Wednesday, as pa.rt of sexually transmitted cases, 18 
AIDS Awareness Week_, Dr. percent are from husband to 
Paul Skolnik, M .D., along with wife, while only ten percent are 
a panel of expe_rts, presented from wife to husband. 
the facts about AIDS. · The other main ways that 
Skolnik, ·who is an Infectious AIDS can be transmitted are 
Disease Fellow from Massachu-· blood related, for example shar-
setts General Hospital, stressed, . ing needles, transfusions, and 
"there has never been a case of hemopheliacs; and perinatally, 
transmission through casual or which means. transmission from 
household cqntact docume1:ted." 1!1other to child either through 
This statement is backed by placenta, birth canal, or in rare 
studies done in h_omes contain- cases, through breast milk. 
ing one AIDS patient where While a slight possibility 
toothbrushes, bedding, and eat- exists that HIV (hy.man immu-
ing utensi ls were shared; and nodeficiency virus) can be car-
no transmission occurred. ried, in tears and saliva, an even 
He also dispelled myths claim:- slighter possibility exists that 
ing that AIDS can be spread · · ··· 
through mosquitos or donating 41DS, page 11 
blood. 
Six UNH students 
arrested at party ·· 
- . . 
By Mary Tamer UNH smdents~ was discovered 
Newmarket Police arrested around 12:39 a.m. · 'Saturday 
six UNH students and took 16 when a police cruiser patrolling 
to 18 minors into protective the area discovered an unusual 
custody last Saturday morning excess of cars. Upon fort her 
after a keg party, in excess of investigation, an officer noticed 
100 people, was discovered at that ticke.ts were being sold 'in. 
the New Village housing com- front of the Grape Street res-
- plex. _ - ide1~ ce. 
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A first .. p~rson view of AIDS 
By Susan Flynn "We a.re n·otthe ones who - something as serious a's AIDS 
Ori Wednesday afternoon · . startthe fights _in the school to finally win .this unconditional 
David Reid a successful travel grounds or s'tart the brawls at love I have always ye_arned for," . 
writer, co-author of a sy,ndicated • our bars," _said Reid. · said Reid:- · · 
column an<J 1976 µNH grad- Reid said he felt swry for the Reid said he doe-s not see 
uate spoke openly and emotion- UNH students who must alter AIDS. as a tragedy, because a Io:t 
ally to Professor Andr~w Mer- their sexual patterns because of good has come from this. 
ton's Newswriting class about of AIDS. He said w.hen ·he went crisis. AIDS.has proven that the 
AIDS, · and the changes this _ here he was "footloose-and fancy National Health Care system 
disease _has·brought to his life. free." ~ is completely inadequate to 
"I didn't expect to return "For us, · se1'C ' w'as just as handle an epidemic of this size, 
within months of the end of my normal and fun as going to a he said. · 
life to the -place that sent me football game," said Reid. Reid also said that because 
out into the world," said Reid. "Something like AIDS had to· of AIDS, the Federal Govern-
In ·M-arch 1986 Reid was come along and_ stop the party." ment has shown that it can 
diagnosed with Kaposi's sar- Reid has discovernd a new completely ignore an epidemic, 
coma. cancer, a cancer of the outlook on sex, where intimacy if it doesn't care about the 
capillaries which causes a dis- . has become his priority, and he population the disease is ·affect-
coloring of the blood vessels. is thankful to AIDS for that. He ing. 
· Under normal circumstances, said he ·has learned to appre- "If this disease had affected 
'this is a· treatable cancer said ciate, :·touch, feeling, and - kindergarden childrep, we 
Reid. AIDS has weakeried his warmth, more than erections would have seen more than two 
immune system so that his body and o_rgasms."- days..,of Pentagon funding 'ovet 
cannot fight this disease. · · "Sex is a precious commod- e-ight years of sickness," said 
According to Reid, AIDS has ity," Reid said, "if you use it Reid. 
placed. him on a "chaileng.irig cheaply -it will cost you." Reid said he does not think 
:::>dyss·ey" where he has has to · Gay men and women suffer any significant cha:nge.s will 
:leal with an enormous spectri;tm from a 1-ack of self-love, _said occur until everyone in the 
)f emotions. _ Reid. Society has cast gays off United States has been affected 
"It is a very strange thing to _since childhood, he said. by the· disease in some way, and 
be forced to write a will at the "It's tough growing up; and he said, "It will happen." 
age of 38i and plan how lam always being told your way is "I am so frustrated," said 
going to pay for myfoneral," wrong," said Reid. "We have Reid. "A part of me wishes 
saia Reid._ ,, · · · to think twice before kissing at President Reagan would -get 
Reid said he is angry that the the airport, putting arms around ,1\IDS, or someone's prominent . 
media has -turned AIDS into a each other at the movies ... It is son, so that someth~ng would 
'. 'death -sent~nceJ The · p ress rio _ wonder our bodies finally be done." 
constantly refers to AIDS pa- exploded," said Reid. Reid said the government 
tients as "victims and s-µfferers," "Loving ourselves will be our must educate peop1e about AIDS 
said Reid. · . best ~dense-against AIDS," said and speed up-the prncess that . 
"There are .so man·y people Reid. _ .approves the drugs for AIDS 
with AIDS that have a defeatist Reid said his family has, after patients. At the present time 
attitude, which is perpetuated many years of denial, accepted there is only one available drug, 
by the media," saidReid. him for who he is. · AZT, available . . 
Over 15 percent of diagnose~ "They live in a ruraltown and "I don'.t.care acbout liability, 
cases are still alive after three to ·say, 'Our son is queer and has just give us the drq.gs," 'said·Reid. 
years, .said R~id, The level of . AIDS,' doesn't wi.n any friends,'' , .. Reid said he ~s angry,.and ,saq ~ , 
AIDS cases in the ·gay cbmmunt. said Reid: · · · becaus.e people don't need to die O --
ity 'is'. declining; fier added:· '' 1 ' ,. r : His mothet·recen-dy attendecli this·,way'. 'Attit udesr. about -lifes-~, :) 
As with alLlife threatening a meeting at an AIDS support tyles; gay lifestyles, have pre-
diseases, people with AIDS have group at his home in Holly- · ven~ed people from caring, he 
the highest suicide rate, accord- . , wood, .a.nd delivered a speech said. _ . _ _ 
ing to Reid. w a crowd of over 600 people "It is not a healing of the 
- Gay men and ,women a.re said Reid. •disease, but a. healing of the · 
really gentle and loving people, . ''.She said, 'God's job is to . heart, and an· opening of the 
said Reid: All they really ask for judge. My job is to love,' " said · mind,'' said Reid. "We all have 
is to be loved, and accepted, he Reid. something in common." 
said. "It is a shame that it took 
. . . 
Minor fire at Grant House 
The six students. arrested Russell added that two un- . 
received- misdemeanor charges de~cover officers bought tickets . ~ stnall fire started at Grant H?use yeSterday. (Addie Holmgren photo) 
and were released later that . to the party and later called in -
· f f By Susan Flynn . The fire caused minimal dam- about "one rriinu.te" to put out -. morning on personal recogniz- rem orcements a ter some ob..: 
ance ba'il. Those taken imo servation. Approximately 17 A fire broke out at 2:5'0 p.m. ·· age to the lattice work on the the fire, said Ryan. ·. __ _ 
Prot.ective custody were late_r officers conducted the raid, with yeS
terday afternoo·n ·when a outside of the building, said 
· 1- I · · cl' R '.'The fire was so small it could released to guardians over the assistance from Stratham Police cigarette was care ess Y tosse· · yan. . 
·, · t ·1 f d h" "d A d · t R ihave been held in the palm of age 0 __ f 21. and on_e N_ ew. Ham_pshire liquor mo a p1 e o woo _c 1ps outs1 e ccor rng o yan, em-
According to Newmarket comm1ss10n mvest1gator. the Grant Hous·e Admissions ployees at Grant House had put your hand," said Ryan. . . 
p r · 1 . T R ll -~ office, according to Dur- . out most of the flame with fire The Admissions office could 0 ICe teutenant Im _usse ' ., ARRESTS ·p g 7 ham/U_,NH Fire 1Department extinguishers' b_ efore·, rhey ev_ en 
the party,_composed mainly of _ ' a_ e not be reached for comment. 
. ·. Captain)ohn Ryan. · - arrived. It took the department . , .· . 
_t,.·•::r ·" ,"1-' f.Jr,~J' ·'••-~:'"I •• 1 -,,,:, ~ ~".r.~--....~ ~:r.>:-_,;f:, ~ -;t ·f°";~ ~ -~-/~•;-!\'-§ /i'- i' If O' ·;~->I'\'////,-"'//././/,_/~\'//,'//////;~~'#://// ,r'//f f?-'",~ll -" _,, J",U ."C'/'.-~f 1~=~-~• ..,;;,:,· Fj~;. f ¥ I .'¥ H' ...-~:-~~:-~,~, '·:~•-,.~~~'.~,; / 
I 
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ON -THE SPOT 
hat .do you thiJtk of the administration's decision 
to give the Greek System two y~ars toShape up, or 
ship out? · - _ . . _ · · - _ _ -_ · . _ · - · - . . 1 
on 't know what t eir 
\ 
expecting to change. In the 
four years that I've been 
here the greeks have 
changed a lot .with empha-
sis on P.R. and community 
in,volvement. This unjver~ 
sity would fall apart with-
out the Gr(!ek system" -
Andy Boettcher 
Senior 
''I think it's a disgrace 
because the admnistration 
doesn't recognize the con-
tribution the Greeks· have 
made to the school, the 





- ult's ridiculous. P~ople 
notice the bad parts but the 
Greeks provjde another 
social ·outlet as well as 
doing good for the com-





The Catholic Student Organization 
presents 
DAN-CE 
u If eel that the adminis-
tration g_ives ~he Greeks a -
bq,d rap. They overlook 
contributions the Greeks 
. do make. If the system was 
abolished, UNH wouldn't 
attract the q11:_ality students _ 





The .NH Notables 
-PO.OD! FUN! FREE! 
FRIDAY . NIGHT AT THE CATHOLIC 
·STUDENT CENTER 
\ 
Coffee House:· 7:00-9:00pm ·Dance: 9:00-11:0Opm 
r 
\ 
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Map o~tlines safe walkways 
By Cindy Mathieson Tasker, assistant foreman of Tasker. 
The UNH Pedestrian Safety UNH Electrical Services. "I've gotten a lot of calls from 
. Map is complete and· ready to "The intent is over the next women who are survivors (of 
· be pickeq up at_ the Commuter few m:ont.hs that w~·re goi-ng rape) who feel urn:;omforrable 
· - Transfer Center. It will -be to be installing quite a few walking on campus at night," 
distributed all over campus. wal~(way) lights on the dark said Morrison .. Women ,are not 
-The map outlines safety parts of campus;" said Tasker. · ~he .only ones afraid to walk the 
phone locations mounted on Priority lighting includes the campus at night and they are 
bright green backgrounds, shut:- area in front of James Hall, not the only ones experiencing 
de_ bus stops, Coast bus stops, around Murkland Hall, DeMe- rape, according to Morrison. 
the most well traveled and well:. ritt and Morrill Hall. Tasker and "Men can be v.ictims of a 
lit ·walkways on campus, parking some student helpers will begin stranger rape just as women 
lots, and safety phone numbers. the project April 18. "We will can," said Morrison. 
A joint effort between Tel- be going -out there with a The Safety Map was initiated 
ecommunications, the Office of trenching machine and laying partly in response ,to a number 
Academic Affairs and th~ -A.cl- the cable," said Tasker. of rapes which took place in . 
visory Committee of Violence - Campus lighting is a long- Durham last summer. Less 
Against Women created the term project which started about · specifically, the map is intended 
map. Strafford Regional Plan- nine years ago, according to to address .the general issue of 
ning Committee designed and Tasker. "The campus is 200 improving the climate on cam-
printed them. · . percent 1:>etter than when we pus by for everyone. 
The map is one step in the · started in 1979," said Tasker, "It's not in response to a • 
process of a· long-term sa-fety "The lighting was atrocious." · particular .incident. It's in re-
plan for UNH, according to Campus climate is a lot better sponse to a value system that 
Maggie Morrison, coordinator this year than last year for we .have a campus that is safe 
of the SexuatHarassment and · completing: safety lighting pro- . and." well lit at night," said 
Rape Prevent-ion Program- jects, according to Tasker: There Mo'rrison. 
(SHARPP). . is more support for their com- Terry Cole of the Strafford 
Morrison hopes to see more pletion. · · . Regional Planning Committee 
tamper-proof·p_hones placed "This year we've -got ~oney," believes the main purpose of 
throughol!t-the car:npus, to have said Tasker. Funds have f>een · the map is to serve new students 
. blue lights installed above every freed up e.ver . since President ori · campus. T,hey will know 
';~ phone; to 'have consistent walk- -Haaland's .convocation speech where to wait for shuttles and 
way lighting; and signs-th,at last fall where he ment_ioned the busse·s· and know where not to 
· sig_nal ·when a path is not lit. addition of more safety lights walk alone. 
"There are some paths that ·on campus, according to.Tasker. - If the map helps UNH stu.:. 
are affectionately known as goat . Tasker's number one concern dents that makes Cole happy. 
paths," said Morrison. The dirt · is s_afety. He's had students 'Tm glad it's being as well 
· paths which wind behind the · approach him telling him that · received as it is apparently being 
MUB would be almost impos- they are afraid to leave their received," said Cole. 
·CALENDAR 
EAR TH. DAY CELEBRATION - Information on env-ir-
onmen.tal issues and local environmental groups and a kick-
. off of campus can recycling. Bring your cans to tbe Merrimack 
Room,_ MUB, 10 a.m. ~o 3 p.m. . 
' . - .. ' 
DURHAM BL_OOD DRIVE ~ Granite State Room,. MtJB, 
noon to 5 p.m. . . ., : -- - ·" 
FILM AND DISCUSSION - "Central A~erica - Makiµg 
the News." Discussion led by Dr."Sitkoff, History.Dept:', 
Senate Room, ~UB, 12:40 - 2 p.m. · ·· 
I . 
CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER'S 25th ANNIVERSARY . 
- CSO is having a coffeehouse arid a dance, 7-11 p.m., free, 
everyone is invited. lnformatiQn: 862-1310. : '' 
UNIVERSITY THEATER - ;,Mother Courage and H~'r 
Children," by Bertolt Brecht. Directed by Tony Kushner. 
Johnson T~eater, ~aul Arts, 8 p.m. PNH students/fa-
culty/ alumm and semors $ 5, general $6. _ · 
MUB PUB -:-- Three live bands Random Factor, The Astorians. 
Wooden Igloo. Wide range of new and popular da~ce music. 
(Sponsored by MUSO) 8:30 p.m., students $3, general 5. . 
UNH 'OBSERVATORY - The M81 and M82 ·galaxies, 
B_eehive Cluster, globular cluster M53, and Ursa Major,..·-
the Big Di_pper- will be visible. Building located in the field 
west of Fiefd"House (not heated) will open 9-11 p.m. ihvening · 
is not cloudy. Free_admission. Informatio~: 862~15>50. 
SATURDAY, APRIL ·23 
MEN'S LACROSSE- .vs. University,2 ,p.m. 
CO~CERT -T~e New ~.ainpsh!fe Notab~es,,, Ring iffthe 
Sprmg Concert with guests After 5 an alummNH Gentlemen 
vocal group., T~e Tufts Amalgafi?:ates of Tu~ts-lJ niversity, 
and The ATO Smgers of UNH. R1chard,s Aud1tonum, Roon;i 
110, Murkland, 8 p.m., students $3; general $4. -R:~ception -
following, _ -·, · . · •, - · 
. , . 
CATHOLIC. STUDENT CENTER'S 25th-ANNIVERSARY-
- Mass at 7 p.m., awards ceremony at 8 p.rri.; dance with. 
a huffet, '9 p.m . .to midnight, students $7.50, general $15 .. 
Everyone is invited. Information: 862-1310-. 
UNIVERSI'f.Y THEATER - "Mother Courage and HJ.i_ 
Childr~n." Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8. p.m. _ . ·, ~ . 
-:i;J sible to light. These would be dorms-at night 'Jo cross campus. ,\ The'. map will help people . 
,.".: good candidates fot" sighs· which.· According . to him, they avoid places on campus where 
t~or warn people t-o w~lk _ at , rbefir .. shouldn't-have to be afraid. they· fust should.n't walk, accord-




d. ;- ;,.t · ,,' Students sh<?uld~'t be s~ared .' i1:)g}o ~Mhorrisodn. hln tAhed. ~ean, _' - ·, Sl!l\ilQAX,APRIL 24 ~:, 
t~. , . _ o_unte .. on_severa m _urgs .. '. that someone 1s gomg to Jump • time s e ,_ an t _e v1s~ry . _ , . 
f.t 
amber-colored walkway lights on campus at night. "Lighting campus where it -is safe for at 5 p.m., dmner at 6 p.m. lnform1atmn. 862-1310. 
_, 
1 
this month, acc~rding 1:0 Ron _ does make a difference," said anyone to walk at_anytime. UNH OPERA WORKSHOP PERFORMANCE_ Hennessy 
· Most Trave'led and Well 
Lighted Walkways 
_ Parking Lots · , . . 
A new safety map has been created to assist pedestrians. in the dark of the night. 
Do you want to gain valuable writing 
rience, and get paid simu,taneously?. 
Then The 
- . . -
New Hampshire is __ f9r. you! 
:- Theater) Paul_Atts, 7 p.m. · · _ ,. r , (. ,: . r-' , 
"MUSO FILM - "His Girl Friday." Strafford Room, MU'.13 
7 and 9:30 p.m., stud~nts $1, general $2. . ,-
ADIS AWARENESS WEEK '- Candlelight M~rch a~d 
.Vespers Service, Thompson Hall and St-. George's Episcopal 
Church, 7:30 - 9 p.m. 
MONDAY, APRIL 25 
BASEBALL - vs. Bo~tonUniversitr, l p.m. 
UNH O;ERi' WORkS~OP PERFORMANCE - Hennes~y 
Theater, Paul _Arts, 7 p.m. 
SLIDE/qKJURE-_- "The C~I?el's· Nose: .Photography aQ~ 
Cefl;s.or,s\up, , Photograph}'.'. ~rm_c arid author ·A.D. Coleman·, 
.....,..._.,'--'"'." . p·rofessor, New York U01vers1ty. Roo.m 218, Paul .Arts, 7 
'' 
p.m. - . , 
t TUESDJ\Y, APJ;UL 26 
i .·, HANDICAPJ>El)' Aw ARENEss· WEEK - Wheelchair 
" Tours MUB. - • ·. 
~ ' . 
' 
HUb4ANITlES L~CTURE ·s~RIES - ''Naturali&m," Phillip 
.L. N 1coloff, English. Room 216, Hamilton Smith, 11 a.m. 
to 12:30 p.m. 
A~,~R~CAN STYDIES FILM ~ERIES - "The Crn~d," b'y.' 
Kmg V1d9r. Room 110, Murkland, 3:40 .- .6 p.m. · 1 
. - t . ~ . t. 
JAPANESE: FIL¥ - "Ikiru" (fo Live). Tbe.;,clramatic story 
of_ the_ way m which a man, sfymg of cancer comest@ terms 
vmh life and death. Room4-, Horton, T:30 p.m., free. ~ 
UNH STUDENT JAZZ COMBOS. _:_ Bratton Recital Han: 
Paul Arts, 8 p.m. . _ _-, 
:, :cAi..Et:..;nA~~ _;: ; ~f OiU~1ArfION MUST BE SlirlMriTED T(?-
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROQM 322, MUB. 
· (Observe dea~!~!~~~ proper _ !~rm~ -~-~~-----..,. 
e~P,e- ··' 
, The t,:c,,- nam,.,,,.,m: (u;,i-'S 3_79-280) is pubiished ail<i di,su:'ibuted semi-weekly 
throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 of the Memorial 
~nion Building, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. Busines~Ofice hours: Monday-. 
Fri~ay 10am-3pm. Academic year subscription:.$24.00. Third class postage 
paid at Durham, NH.03824. Advertisers should check their ads the first day.\, _ 
The New Hampshire wiJL:in no case be responsible for typographical or oth~ri: 
,rrors, but will reprint that part of an advertisment in whkh a typographical · 
error appears, if notified immediately. _POSTMAST~R: send.address changes · 
to The New Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 8;000 copies printed 
--~ ;p ~:} 
per issue by Journal Tribune, Biddeford. Maine. · :· ,. 
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OTICES 
·,. ATHLE'flC~ AND RECREATION·-~~ -
. WEIGHT ROOM "REP OUT" FUND RAISER: 
Recreational Sports is organizing a bench press 
fundraiser to benefit weight room patrons--all 
money collected will be used to renovate andimprove 
the existing free weight room. See weight room 
for -more details. Prizes donated. April 25-29, Rec 
Weight Room, Field House, Monday, Wednesday, 
and Friday, noon to 7 p.m. and Tuesday and 
Thursday, 12:30 to 7 p.m. $1 per lift attempt. 
GENERAL 
HANDICAPPED AWARENESS WEEK: April 
25-29. The week will include: Tuesday, April 26, 
Wheelchair Tours, MUB. Thursday, April 28, Film 
Festival, Belknap Room, MUB, noon to 3 p.m . . and 
'Wheelchair Basketball Game, Field House, 7:30 
p.m., $2. CLass presentation throughtout week. 
UNH PRIDE DAY: Sp0 ,sored by UNH Ptide 
Committee. Dick Hersh and a student leader address 
what PRIDE in UNH means to them, in fromt 
of T-Hall, 12:15. Campus-wide dean-up 12:30-
3 p.m. Cash prizes awarded and rededication of 
Ben Thompson Memorial at 3:30 p.m., T-Hall front 
lawn. Wednesday; April 27. 
SMITH HALL INTERNATIONAL FIESTA: 
Annual Fiesta with an indoor theme of "Leisure 
Activities Around The World" and international 
food and games outside, Live entertainment! Friday, 
April 29, Smith Hall, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
' CONTRA DANCE: Spon~ored by UNH Country 
Dancers, calling by Ken Wilson, music by Lamprey 
River Band. Saturday, April 30, Str;ifford Room, 
MUB, 8:30 p.m. $4. · 
SPRING HORSE TRAILS: Sponsored by Animal 
Sciences Dept. and UNH Horsemanship Program. 
Dressage; Asturq.ay, April 30, Green _Acr~s St~ble 
in Dover, 8 a.m. Crosscountry and stadmm Jumpmg, 
Sunday, May 1, UNH's Light'Horse Center, 8 a.m. 
Over 100 riders from New England are expected 
to participate. Free and open to the public. 
Information: Janet Briggs, 862-1174 or 862-2131. 
DO'A CONCERT: To benefit UNH Chapter of 
AMnesty International, proceeds used to support 
human rights work. DO' A, a world_ music ensemble 
playing musical instruments from all ?Ver the world 
on Saturday, May 7, Straffo~d Room;: MUB, _8 P/Il· 
Tickets on sale at MUB TICket Office hegmmng_ 
Monday, April 25. General $10, (.$8-in advance) 
students, seniors, children $6. · 
Extra day to help 
ELECTRO '88: IljEEis sponsoring bu,s trip to the , .. .in,comi_ng'. freshme.n Roston High Technology Electronics conference · 
and convention onThursday, May 12, Registration 
forms in Room 215, Kingsbury. Leave fro!Il 
Kingsbury, at 9 a.m., n;turn by 7 p.m., free, must 
be over 18 years of age. · · 
W-OMEN'S COMMISSION SEEKS NEW 
MEMBERS: The UNh President's Commission 
OH the Status of Women is seeking Hew members 
to fill student, faculty, operating staff, & :PAT Staff 
positions for 1988-90. If you have a feminist 
perspective on campus women's isues,_ please call 
the Commissio.n Office, 862-105~ for more 
information and an application form . . Deadline 
for applications is April 29. · - ''' 
WA YSMEET PROTEST ANT FELLOWSHIP 
GATHERING: A time to get to know ~thers while 
having; furi Sundays, Waysmeet, 15 Mill Road, 
7 p.m., Newcomers always welcome! · 
B.R.E.A.K. (BAG IT, RELAX, EAT AND CON-
NECT): Students who are divorced, seperated, 
or just thinking about it are invited to meet for 
sharing discussion. Stop in for at least an hour; 
bring your lunch. Call 862~3674 for more infor-
- mation. Eve·ry Monday, Non-Traditional Student 
Center, Pettee House, 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. 
' ( 
BIBLE STUDY FOR WOMEN (ONLY.): A study 
from a feminist point of view. Tuesdays; Waysmeet, 




ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEET.ING 
(OPEN): Individuals ~oncerned abo.ut ·their drinking : -
or drug use. Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and 
Thursdays, 2nd floor Conference Room, Health 
Service Center, noon to 1 p.m. · 
By Susan Flynn 
The freshman cla·ss of 1992 
.will be arriving in Durham a 
day earlier than u,sual this fall 
as part df a new freshman 
o.rienration · program aimed at 
making college students fully 
aware of the ·University's aca-
demic expect~tions. 
The program w·ill provide 
freshman with a pe-rsonal link 
to the University th.rough meet-
ings with over 200 faculty 
members who have volunteered 
._ to help students ··~nife .-through 
thebureauctacy," said Assistant 
Dean of Students Len Lamberti. 
The students will move in to 
the dorms on .Friday,.A.ugust 26; 
· said Lamberti. That night, the , 
2,200 freshme.Q and aboutlOO 
commuters will be invited to 
a talk by UNH President Gor-
don Haaland. · . 
Lamberti' who i~ also co-, 
chairperson of the Orienfati_on · 
task force said on Saturday, 
August 27, students . will be 
meeting ia groups of twelve , 
wi~h faculty members ~o discuss 
problems that freshmen often 
en~ounter within the first six -
weeks of the semester.,· 
but rather a nationwide trend 
C(?lleges are employing through-
out the country after realizing 
that the first six weeks of the -. 
semester ar~ often the most 
crucial, according to Melvin. 
"Students are leaving because 
they cannot make the adjust-
ment fast enough, and that was 
a problem we needed to exam- . 
ine," said Melvin, who is also 
a co-chairperson, of the Orien-
tation task force. . 
The orientation in June will 
remain the same, consisting of 
students making course selec-
tions, signir.g up fpr dining hall 
passes and have photos taken 
for identification cards, said 
Melvin. · , 
The faculty mentors will be 
asked to meet "at least two 
times" with the freshman in the 
upcoming semester, said Lam-
berti . . 
The program devised will run 
simultaneously with the Student 
Senate Fresh Start program that · 
went into effect last semester, 
sald Len Lamberti. . · 
"Both programs are working 
to make students feel more 
comfortable-with the college 
experience," said Lamberti . . ·
Students will als'o attend . 
"mini lectures" by UNH pro-
fessors, workshops on academic 
skills, talks about life beyond 
the classroom and a perfor-AL-ANON (OPEN): lndividuals affected by b h UNH D another's use of alcohol or other drugs. Mondays, mance Y t e · · rama 
Department, said Associate 
Business Administration 
freshman Derek McDermot-t 
said he does not think orte'extra 
day at UNH could possibly have 
any measurable effect on die 
Room 106, James Hall, noon to 1 p'.m. · Dean of Engineering and Phys-
MEETINGS ical Sciences Don Melvin. 
The program was recom-
C.G.L.A. ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: To mended by the retention com-
organize a support group and to .prepare fox n~xt - ' mi tee as a way of facilitating 
yeai-. Wheelchair accessible,'coffee prov~de~. Su!19ay~ retention ' of students from 
Apr'il24,Room201,Horton,5 p.m. freshman _co sophomore year, 
said Lamberti. · · 
This is not a "unique idea" 
stude~ts' pr?gress: , 
''We have to lear~ for our-
selves what it t'ake_s to ~djust," 
said McDermott. "No one can 
tell us all of that ,in,.~o-n.e· ,qay'.:f 
"If nothing· el~e, we are ·giving 
freshmen someone (faculty) to 
·talk to," said Melvin,- ~·and that 
is very important.' ; 
---MUB·BOAllb·-· ---
. (co_ntinued from page 1) , 
will have an office that meets - Keating pointed our the fact that 
his needs ,as an administrator the Women's Center has beeri 
rather than working out of a asked ·ro make a p.resentatlori 
broom closet as he has been for to the board twice but has failed 
the last year." to respond. . ·. 
Yfantopulos then questioned He also stressed the fact that 
the board's reccomendation tci the proposal to terminate the 
give Mike Sciola office space in Women's Center is tabled and 
the MUB becaus
1
e h_e has only no final decision has been made. 
been at UNH for four months Keating said, "We've been 
and he already has office space trying to make verbal contact 
, in Huddleston. · ' with the Women's Center for 
Robidioux was also against a month and have been unable 
office space for the Greek Ad- to. We've sent them written 
visor. He said, "Sciola is new. · messages and they still fail to 
The Greeks have never had a come." 
full-time advisor before: Just Robidioux said, "When peo-
his being here ts helping the ple get space in the MUB, it's 
system. Where we're already subject to review every year, l 
pressed for space .and he has an don't think a lot of people are 
office, I'm against this." aware of this." · 
Keating said the Women's As a student organization, the 
Center's space .. w.as .. :reccnn- · Women'_s Center is still eligible 
mended for termination because for office space_ in the Common 
. they d@n't •utiljze , fpe spa.ce. Offjce . 
• , ~ · -'. ,. __ : •a· ·'SAFc-----
< coi;itinued from page 1) · 
organizational skills and his 
activity as a senator. He also 
cited Yfantopulos' research 
ability, which Sweeney said he 
will need in order to do the job 
effectively. 
Sweeney said one of the 
biggest problems affecting Yfan-
. topulos is the audit of SAFC's · 
organizations. He said it is the 
·. first one in s.everal years and 
could have the potential to take 
a l;:irge amount of governing 
power away from the students. 
Sweeney stressed that it is 
important for Yfantopulos to· 
....... '11.>1~ i_.1,.,_; ~.:.. •  ,..,,-. ·'.a:' -..: ..... ~.io.o, .... ,..,,.,.-x ___ •,h--: u:J ✓Lv -.. "'.~ .Q.,.¼ 1'..- s... -~ ~-•t- ~-~ 
have as much information on 
the issues as poss ible before 
entering off ice next year. 
As a student senator and a 
member of the MUB Board of 
Governors, Yfantopulos said 
he wasn't shocked at l:>eing 
chosen for the chairman posi-
tion, but admitted he was a little 
surprised. He said he knew of 
two applicants that were already 
on SAFC. 
'Tm just ecstatic," he said, 
''I'm looking forward to working 
a foe this summer.:· · 
- .... ' • ·- ....... - .., ., - '~ ' l h I 'l _E -..1 ,.,. 
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Chinese feast is a success . 
By Amy_ Rogers 
Students eating at Stillings, 
Huddleston,-and Philbrook din-
ing halls had a different expe-
rience than- tofu burgers last . 
night, with "A Feast Fit For The 
Las_t Emperor .of China" pre-
pared by well-known chef Ken · 
Hom and cooks from Dining 
Services. 
·• The meal included a variety 
of Chinese delights ·such as tangy 
tomato soup, chicken wings, hot 
'arid cold cucumber soup, sweet 
and sour fish, stir fri'ed orange 
beef, and almond cook.es. , 
Hom has a television cooking 
program on PBS, has written 
·numerous cookbooks, a11d pre-
pares m~nus fot some· of the 
most famous restaurants in Jhe 
· wo~ld. ' 
Hom was unsure' but also. 
curious about what to expect 
from the-college students. 
"I thought)t would be more 
like Animal House," said Hom. 
"Students are .given the stereo-
type that all they eat is junk food 
and frozen dinners, it's just that 
1t is all that is .available ,to them," 
said Hom. • 
Hannah Dawson, who initiat-
ed and organized the program 
·for Dining Services, is always 
looking to br.ing fresh new ideas 
into the dining -halls. . · · 
"I thought it w_ould be a lot 
· of fun and educational for the 
students co experience a .really 
good cook,'.''. s~id Dawson. 
Chinese chef Ken Hom (right) shows a UNH dining staff a 
thing or. two about authentic chinese cooking. (Press photo 
by Tad Ack~an) 
According to Hom, .the -scu·:. people pay a lot of money to 
dents respected what Dining come to the, meals that_he 
Services was trying co· accomp-, prepares. He enjoys preparing 
lish. He said he could feel their . a meal that is authentic Chinese. 
acceptance~\by n:ods and smiles According to Hom, there are 
from the students he came into ar lot of misconceptions . about 
. in school,'' said BelL 
UNHPresident Gordon Haa- . 
,land said it was important to 
include diversity in all aspects . 
of the University. 
· contact wiili\ · · _ , ChiQ.ese foop. . . • . ; ·,, 
We:drrestfay ' nig_4.r' _Hom ··, :·p·eople think _o,f Chi,nese-
s'ei-ved Peking Duck ·ac ·a11 three American food ... egg rolls· and 
dining halls. , chop suey. It's fascinating to see 
He said "that the men were Americans become more $b-
a lot .more adventurous than the phisticated and aware of what 
women, which surprised m,e. Chinese food is about,-" said 
· Perhaps th"ey were shy to get Hom. 
'It's. a great idea. It puts a focus 
on ~:part ohhe'University that' ' 
is i'rnport'a'ni to _all df us, di~·· .. 
dining halls, said Haaland. · 
"Doing something different is 
a part of the University 
experience,.-what a university 
is alr about." · . · . 
. up and try it. I know they all ' Gene Brown, owner of The 
watch their weight." Blue Strawberry restaurant in 
Freshman aarry _Lapin said . 
he did ·not find the meal to be 
anything exceptional. He said 
that nothing· was all that good. "The students are very lucky Portsmouth said the meal was," 
that the staff is so committed,'' fresh, light, and prepared beau-
said Hom. "At a lot of schools, tifully." . · 
"I liked the chopsticks,'' ·said-
students pay the· money for the Bill Bell, an alumnus of UNH 
meal plan and tfie staff doesn't was surprised that dining halls 
·care what they_ serve. The cooks provided a diverse meal. 
here were, amazing." "I wish the dining halls had 
Hom also said that most ___ done things like this when I was 
Lapin. · ... 
"It was good food, but nothing · 
out of the ordinary," said Jon 
Lorix, an undeclared freshman. 
"The ribs were really good 
though.'' 
~ARRESTs-
<continued from page 3) 
Those an;ested and charged 
are Peter W. Welch, 22; Mary 
Jo Brown, 22; and Lee C. Clout-
ier, 21, all with unlawful sales 
of alcohol. Kelly P . Minas, 27, 
ao.d Peter T. Heimback, 22, were · 
bo·th charged with disorderly 
conduct. Peter A. Souza, 21, was 
charged with resisting aq:-est. 
The hearing date has been set 
for May 3 in Newmarket Mu~ 
nicipal Court. · 
Russell said· for the most part 
the students were very cooper- · 
. ative, with only six to eight 
causing a problem. In all, 104 
names were taken and everyone 
in attendance was carded before 
they wet;~ allowed to leave. 
·"We generally don't have· 
many prol::>lems with UNH 
srndems," he said. .......... 
RESUMES AT MUB 
Quality typeset, your chol~ of 
~ type style-and format 
Orders taken: April 26,27 
Pick up resume: April 28, 29 
2:00-2:00 
New Hampshire ' . 
P~!~~l{S 
T-Shirts 
•Hooded Pullovers •Totes •Baseball Caps 
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Desi~ns 
• Plus Hundreds of Specialty . , .Advert!sing Items ,,. 
In-House Art Dept. , -
603/431-8319 · 
Autur,::m _Pond Park, Rt._101 Greenland,.i-..J. H .. · 
LEARNill=72g . 
BARTENDING · . 
I: 
__ .. 
EARN EXTRA INC9ME OR-• . 
land a good summerJob 
GET PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AT 
MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL IT'S 
EAS'( AND FUN .. TEL. (603) 659 - 3718 
MASTER 
CALL ,. · BARTENDER SCHOOL OR WRITE •11111111•11•1111•1111il!~· ................... , .... uu· 
. TODAY 84 Main S.t.reet 
New~ark'8i,' ,: ltH.· '03857 
PAGE SEVEN -
SaeoBound· 
-Norther. n - waters·. 
_ Box 113, Rcnite .~2. Center Conway, New Hampshire 03813 • 603-447-2177 
. -Errol, New Hampshire~ Box 113t..Centa~ Conway, N.H. 03813 • 803-447-21n. 
WHERE ARE y()u GOING 




-.· now . accepting . applications 
COED~ DOYBLE OCCUPANCY . ' 
Kitchen,·Cable, Games -Room 
$1 QQr,,Q, .. ,.,g§_it · aQd~_ $ 30 / wk for 14 wks 






* ASSISTANT CAMP DIRECTOR 
-~ :(COLLEGE DEGREE REQUIRED AND.SA_- , 
LARY IS NEGOTIABLE} -
* ,w ATERFRO.NT DIRECTOR 
(MUST ~A VE :w.s.I. ,A~D :BE 2, OR OVER) -
* ASSISTANT WATERFRONT 
.TOR 
, (MUST HA VE W.S.I. OR ADV ANC~Q-LIF·E~ . 
·--_,,-- SAVING) ... 
I * ROPES COURSE DIRECTOR·''' 
* GENERArCOUNSELING STAFF·.' 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT YMCA AND CAMP LINCOLN 
BOX 564; KINGSTON, N.H. 03848 . 
. (603) 642-3361 
(A. co-ed 'day ca;,,,p for ages 4-.13 ·with· bus . 
transportation from throughout ~ockfngham 
· _C°.unty, includirzg Durham, Newmarket a~ea.) .• 
/ 
f' .--. r · ( r, r-- '~ .·-. " I'. ' ~ ,_ I 1., '1 ~t (""~; , ,- ~ r ~ ~ A l I \ I \' f -~ ! 1 '; 
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The Wm.dis Still . 
The Greatest Classroom 
Grant awarded to 
·uNH task force• 
By Kate O'Hara . The money from the grant OfAll . {JNH Community Based will be u~ed to develop posters, 
Monday and Tues- ,Task Force on drinking and which will be hung in apart -
day April 25 and 26. driving was awarded a $9,.000 . ments and the caravans, and also 
grant from the New Hampshire a "Party Six-Pack." 
Applicationsarenowbeingaccepted there will be inf.or.~ Highway Safety Administra- The "Party Six-Pack'i is a 
f th U · ·t f P'tt b gh · tion. According to Maggie Mor- brochure that has inform'.~tion or e n~versi y O l s ur - mat 1· 0 n ta· b I es 1· n· 
sponsored Semester at Sea. · , . . _ _ rison, coordinator of the Com- on state laws, local ordinances, 
· Each fall or spring 100-daY, odysseJthe MU B fro in 10- muter Transfer Center, "UNH. responsible party planning, ~· 
aboard'the American~built S.S. Univer~e2 h d A, 7·oo·· is the first college in this state alternative beverage recipes, 
literally offers you the world. , ea C . . a y. t . to receive this typ~ of gram." emergency phone numbers afld 
Youcan~arn 12-15transferableunits •·p .m each evening Both Morrison and Kathleen a trash bag donated by Shaw's 
from your ch01ce of more than 50 lower and • • Gjldea.:.Dinzeo who is a·Health supermarket td clean-up litter 
upperdivisioncou~ses,~hileca}lingupon · (on .April 25th in EdYcatorandCounseloi,sub:- suchasbottlesandcans. 
placesasculturallydiverseasJapan,HongKongth f · f th mitted the proposal in _<?rder to : Gildea-Dinzeo said, "We 
India,Turkey, the Soviet Unfon,Yugoslavia . e Or Um O - e . d_evelop_ a _comprehensive alcp- hope the_ .t,nforma.tion we have 
and Spain.. . , . , library and in the hol educauon prograrr:i, is-packaged in a way that people 
It is a learning adventure designed to • . T~e alc.ohol aw~reness pr~- . will look at it..Jhope ir ha~ a 
transformstudentsofeverycolor,raceahd H I I ls b O r.o Ugh JeCt ~s g(!ared toward the ~n~- positive impact." 
creed intotruecitizensandschofarsof . , Room of the MUB versity's 5,000 coipmu.ter Stu- . , : ,, . . ~ 
the world. · . · . . dents·. Morrison says that the . The pr0Jeq_w1ll begin m the 
Forfull~ormation, includingacatalogandapplication,call ~Off Apr n 26th), commuter population is difficult. fall a°:d the ' i,mpact ?f these 
l-800-854-0195/1-412-648-7490inPA.OrwriteSemesteratSea, h .
11 
b . .• to re~ch because they are irian,d0 - educa_ttonal efforts will be de-
lnstituteforShipboardEducation, t ere WI e a VI- · out and once they live off- . ter1?~ne1- by the u5e of the 
\University-of Pittsburgh_, , deo presentation. campus their identity with the University's annual alq>ho·l 
2EForbesQuadrangle, - · · carp.pus isn't that close. · survey. . " 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania -A 11 are we I c.o me. 
1526~henprepareforthe Financial Aid is ·N·-·om-1·n ·,.-e. es. /,.f-or ... --· M' ··u, s---
learni!}g adventure of c-··l'!ht;:r :'iF?'{ - a V ~ ii ab I e t O qua 1:.. 
, yourhfe. , ified students. , h . Board c . air named 
Three .. Stereos for 
the Price of 1.3 
We don't have to tell you about the advantages of a personal stereo~- the Sony Walkman® 
. ·and others have made FM stereo, audio cassettes, and even the -digital 'clarity of compact 
disc portable and economical. But the "personal" in personal stereo is good news and bad 
news. You can listen without bothering the rest of the. world ( or the world bothering you), 
but until recently it's been impossible to share the sounds. If you wanted portable music 
for picnics or tailgate parties you had to go out and buy a "blaster" (for a bit more than 
you paid for your Walkman), and if you wanted decent sound back at the dorm you were 
in for some real expense. 
Introducing Speakerack™ by Galax. 
It starts .with a pair of fully portable 
1 
amplified dynamic speakers that · 
pump out more clean sound than 
you'd believe. Plug them into your 
personal stereo, separate 
the speakers and you've · 
got a dorm full of sound. 
Snap them onto their thermoplastic framework 
· and you've got a "blaste!!" complete with carrying strap and a place for your stereo. 
We1re the Campus Connection™ and we think electronic equipment. costs 'too much. By 
the time it's gone from the manufacturer to a trading company to the distributor to 
the wholesaler to the store .... everybody has some of your money except you. Our solution 
is cut out most of the distribution network so we c~n afford to sell the Speaker~ck for $~9. 
We're so excited about the sound of these speakers we guarantee you'll love the sound or 
your :money back--no questions asked. 
Please send me _Speakerack TM amplified 
speaker system(s) for $39 each. 
Name _____________ _ 
Address ____________ _ 
City/State/Zip __________ _ 




□ Payment enclosed 
□ MasterCard · card # _______ exp_ the mait order student store 0 
□ Visa signature . 
California residents add sa_,,.;.le_s.,..tax-----,. A:-::ll,-ow----=-4-s-=--w-ee--:k-s-=-to_r_,,sh,..,.ipp----,-in-g-. 
. ' Full refund if returned within 30 days. 
, the Campus Connection Dept. NHR9 
.- 10573 West'Pico Blvd.•Suite 210 Los Angeles, CA 90064 
Dept. NHR9 •:: 10573 West Pico Blvd . 
Suite 21 o • t,.os Angeles, CA 90064 
By Pamela DeKoning is the .qnly nominee whq is not 
Bret. Clemons, Scott Robi- .currently a board member. . 
dioux, Patrick Sweeney, and Jay The nominees will have the ~ 
Gouldwerenominatedforchaii- _ option to speak,at next week's _ 
man of .the MUB Board of · -meeting, according to Keating . . 
Governors at last night's MUB The board will then vqte on -the 
Board meeting. executive posi_tionsJor next 
George YJant,opulos, . and . year. J'he two- positions, are 
Kurt Dygert were nominated compensated positi6ns of $600 
for vice-chair of the board. . and $400 respectively. 
Clemons ts the·current yice- . , Keating said he is not sup-
chair .of .- the board and was ,porting any nominee and that 
nominated by current chairman,,,, "i:her_e is,n't on.e .p·erson nom- .. 
Michael Keating. Keating also inated that wouldn'.t excel in the . 
nominated Sw'e_eney. Sweeney position of MttB fhairpersoii:"· 
DEBATE 
(contin~ed .from pag~ 1) ·· 
and Stites,-eli:minated SBP ticket 
_and MUB Board memb_ers) 
endorsing you? WJ:iy is (ex-SBP 
candidate arid MUB Board chair-
person MicJ,:ael) Keating en- · 
dorsing us?" _ 
· Gould said Clemons was riot 
endorsing either-of the tickets, 
and saiq he agreed with that 
. philosophy. 
Hammond also asked Gould 
if he was going to the.ir Political 
Science -class after the election 
was over. "You haven't gone 
to class in four weeks," she 
·added. 
. Rose said, "We're not poli-
ticians, we're students," adding 
later 'that "we' r€ not dictating" 
our ideas to students. . 
"We aren't status quo candi-
dates," Hammond-said. · 
Turbyne asked Rose about his 
involvement with the Juris -
. quaesi~or la~ journal, which was 
scheduled for release last semes-:-
te r but still hasn't been com-
pleted~ Rose said, ''Sue me,-I 
didn't get the law journal out:.._ 
... Do you have anything positive 
. to say?" 
At one point, Rose asked · 
. Turbyne if she tl}oug.ht the . 
· debate had turned into too much 
of ~n attack. She repl~ed;. "Well; · 
rou started it.'·, . _ 
· Gould sa,id, "Wendy and -Mike . 
have some questionable ded,i- , 
cation." He added that while 
his dck'et · didn't g~t. the endor-
sements -of the 0th.et candidates, 
The New Hampshire., or of 
current SBP W airier Jones,: "we 
· gqt the people's endots·ement'' 
with 19.8 percent in the election. 
· - When asked where· she was 
when the Senate voted on ban-
n.ing .the ClA from recruiting 
on campus, Hammond said her 
attendance "has . been ad-
dressed." 
·· where, I was; 'I don't re-
, member," she said.'· 
_ Go.uld _downplayed Ham"' 
mond· arid Rose's written -policy .· 
platform, saying, "Anyone can 
write down some·ideas. Where's 
, the exper.ten~e?'; 
Gould said, 'Tm the only 
person that's pushed to have 
students -involved." 
· The debate ended 20 minutes 
early when no more questions . 
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Prof defies law of 'gravity ~✓ORK OUTDOORS 
THIS SUMMER 
By Tim Scott 
A simple method to simulate 
the weightlessness of space has 
been developed by UNH Chem-
iql Engineering Professor V.K. 
Mathur. In time, this technique 
rn.ay be used to help design the 
cooling and power systems of 
. NASA spacecraft, and may 
ultimately save the U.S. :;~ace 
program several million dollars · 
in research costs. 
Professor Mathur' s technique 
allows scientists to predict how 
the gravity-free environment 
of space will affect different 
mixtures of gas and liquid. This 
knowledge is important because 
space missions in the near future 
may require similar gas-liquid 
combinations, called two-phase 
. mixtures, for their operational 
systems. 
Although research into the 
behavior of two-phase mixtures 
has been in progress for over 
four decades, most of this work 
has been conducted for earth- .· 
based applications. As a result, 
gas-liquid mixtures are now 
frequently used in eqµipment 
as commonplace as the refrig-
erator. 
· Professor Mathur note~, how-
ever, that "these mixtures be-
have differently in space due 
to the absence of gravity, and 
it has bee·n the 'in-ability to 
.predict this new behavior that 
has r:estricted their use for space 
applications." 
Until recently, the only means 
by which scientists have been 
able . to study this new behavior 
have been both ~ostly and less 
than efficient. One method · 
developed by researchers in-
volves the us·e of high; flying 
aircraft. 
If an airplane is flown to an 
altiwde of 18,000 feet and then 
allowed to dive, any objects 
within its cabin will free-float 
for a period of about twenty 
seconds. In order to study two-
phase mixtures Writhin this 
setting, however, scientists must 
themselves be subjected to the 
intense g-forces necessaqr to 
·cre:rte the gravity-free envir-
onment. 
lo addition to this discomfort, 
scientists must fa.ce yet. another 
difficl,llty at the conclusion of 
their flight. The cost to conduct 
one such short experiment is 
upwards of $20,000. 
A more familiar method of 
study has been to send exper-
iments directly into space, either 
in rockets or aboa_rd the space 
shuttle. The advantage to such 
a method lies within the accu-
ra~y o{ the results psoduced. 
Present scheduling difficul-
ties, however, and the expense 
of the space shuttle flight itself, 
have made this method of study 
less available to researchers. 
According to Mathur, "Even if 
it could be arranged, the cost 
of sending an experiment into · 
· space may run as high as three 
hundred-thousand dollars.'' 
Profes~or Mathur' s develop-
ment of a simple, ine~pensiye 
way to simulate the absence of 
gravity has obviated the need 
for these alternatives. Unlike 
other method~ 6( two-phase 
beha_vior study, his technique 
is not restricted by duration time 
or outrageous costs. 
Because the entire; experi-
1ment takes place within a re.-
search laboratory, it require~ 
no specially designed equipmeflt 
and is not limited by size. . 
Ordinarily, gases and liquids 
will separate according to their . 
indiv.idual weights. In space, 
/ 
however, this behavior does not 
occur because there matter is 
not effected by the force of 
gravity. 
HELP.ING YOUNG PEOPLE LEARN 
ABOUT THEIR ENVIRONMENT 
AT PINE ISLAND DAY CAMP 
2849 BROWN AVE. 
MANCHESTER, NH 03103 
CALL 627-5637 
FOR INFORMATION 
What Mathur .has done is to 
fir?d two non-mixable liquids 
of the same density, and there-
fo _re the same weight, so tha-r 
they will be able to float around 
each other_ freely. By studying 
the patterns t. h. at are created .I •••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••• ~~ ••• •• .•.;. ••• _l, from. this combination, \scient- • • • • • • • • • • • • • ,. • • • • • • • • '• • • • • -~ • ,. • •. • • • • • -~,• 
ists are able to predict how a _ :SEVENTH ANNUAL 
similar mixture of gas and liquid . SOCIOLOGY & ANTHROPOLOGY .· 
might oehave in the weightless- _ . ~TUDENT CONVENTION · 
ness ofspace. STUDENT RESEARCH ON CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL ISSUES 
In ,the initial stages of his Come share your work with yourcolleagues!!!!!! 
research, Mathur found that his A convention is a great place to get experience presenting. 
predictions of two-phase behav- finished work or work still in progress in a fun and 
· ior were .not reflecting inf or- supportive atmosphere and to lean about what others are 
mation already determined by doing. The theme of this years convention•is C~nteniporary 
Social .Issues. This includes, but is. not limited to: 
space shuttle experiments. student power, political organization on carnpus, 
He ,soon discovered that in .·campus issues rape and sexual assault, drinking behavior, fratematies, 
addition to countering the den- academics, sports. · 
sity effect, other mixture pa- , homelessness, poverty, child and spouse 
rameters such as liquid surface ·social problems abuse, racism, sexism, mental health, health care costs, 
tension and rates of viscosity elderly care. 
had to be addressed. *E 
1 
• · recycling, nuclear and "conventional" pollution, 
"Once these conditions had co ogy issues - land use. 
been duplicated," said Mathur, 
"our predictions began to match 
more closely the data produced 
by space-based experiments." 
When asked about the future 
direction of his work, Professor 
Mathur is very optimistic. Al-
ready, his 'findings have qeen 
published in the country's fore-
mos~ journal of chemical engi-
neenng. 
More e-x<Siting, however, is 
• , . reproductive rights, women's history, comparable 
Women s issues - worth. . 
Joreign policy, impact on the third world.global · 
"International issues~ conflict, Central America, South Africa, Isreal. etc. 
•Other ·_ The list above is meant as a general guide only, , 
please submit papers from all areas. . 
WHY? Great opportunity! (LOOKS GREAT ON A RESUME) ***PRIZES*** 
Judges will .-ward prizes to the top thr~e undergraduate and top graduate presenters. 
WHEN? TUESDAY APRIL ·26, 10 to J:30: Prizes awarded I 
, WHERE? The SULLIVAN ROOM in the MUB. . · , 
··············~··············~··············· • • • • • • ·• • • • ■7r■ • • .,. • • • • ,.~,. • • • · • • • .,., ■ • a • 1)1' • • .,. • ~• 
what may lie ahead in the year -----------------------------, 
1990. If present indications are 
correct, Mathur is looking. for-
ward to an arrangement with 
NASA that would call for his 
continued research on two-
phase mixtures and his invol-
vement withi_n the space shutt_le . 
program. 
RESUMES' 
For a resume that can do the •job, 
depend on Kinko's. 
• Copies • Office Supplies 
• Binding • Convenient Hours 
• Floppy-Disks • Resume Papers 
51 MAIN STREET, ·DURHAM·· 
8.68-6322 
)' 
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-~-m:lllR'il'llll-~~~----~__._~oooRs ~~-~~-~-~~~~---
the Zoology Department on the appeared in January 1985 ~nd 
second floor of the Spaulding January 1986, but the cartoons, 
. Life Scienc€ Building, also has showing a professor lecturing 
his name in calligraphy, intert- to inert students are the same 
-wined with delicate vines. Un- door-pleasers now as then. One 
derneath his name it says "Mam- Sunday strip appears on a pol-
malian . Behaviour.'' · Whether itical science door, while another 
. he teaches it or is guilty of it sits both on a philosophy door 
is unclear, but the words are and an English door. 
beautifully written. The third floor of Horton 
One would expect to see on holds the Political Science De-
the zoology floor an abundance partment, but the doors on the 
of Gary Larson's "The Far Side" third floor don't hold one's 
cartoor:is, with their off-kilter attention. Chairman Robert 
· view of human and especially Craig says the political scientists 
animal life. are too solemn to care about 
'One does. door-art. '.'We're a _ serious 
The cartoons stand out partly bunch," he exclaims. "We talk 
. by default, as not much else about world politics and nuclea_r 
resides on those doors. But "The war and detente and Jesse Jack-
Far Side" is a campus-wide door- son. I mean we're a serious 
phenomenon. From Dr. Stibler . bunch!" 
in Music to Professor Schwarz Then Professor George _Rom-
· in History to several of these oser, whose door is h.::lf-covered 
. zoologists, UNH -doors would with cartoons and inforrru.;.ional 
be even duller were it not for dittos, isn't serious. Which n,.::y 
.the very odd Gary Larson. explain why he's been exiled to 
A particular "Doonesbury" the second floor. 
~eries has also made the campus The department could take 
rounds. Members of the seri<:s _ a lesson from its secretary, Dee 
(continued from page 2) 
Ann Dickson, whose wall be-
hind her desk is fairly covered 
with tidbits. "Political Science 
Majors do it Behind Closed 
Doors" a sign announces. Prob-
ably a gift from one of the 
professors too serious to put it 
oh his own door. 
· So where are t'he decent 
doors? One hears that English 
and Philosophy have the doors 
to see. So it's off to Hamilton 
Smith. 
Where the rumors about the 
English professors' doors don't 
hold up. Aside from Sue Hertz's 
cartoons and Les Fisher's arti-
cles, English Department doors 
· are,. well, blah. 
The English professors main-
1 y ad_vertise the Cambridg.e 
program, course -offerings, and 
the like. A few wear their 
political hearts on their doors-
-an Amnesty International 
sticker here, a Beyond War 
sticker there--but those could 
be left over from former te-
nants, they look so lonely. If you 
.. can't trust a proft;ssor's door, 
what can you trust? But high 
up in the Harn Smith 'heavens 
appears a silver lining, in the 
form of the congested third floor 
where many of the English 
instructors and teaching assist-
ants reside. The doors are 
packed. The walls are packed. 
Oodles to read and look at. A 
feast for rhe eyes. · 
"I think the people up here 
tend to be pretty creative. They 
have a good sense of humor," 
says instructor Alice Fogel. "We 
Jll spend a lot of time with the 
students. Students live up here. 
Maybe it matters more to us to 
be entertaining. Although I 
don't know if anybody reads the' 
stuff." 
For her part_, the off ice door 
she shares with Denise Coffey, 
along with the neighboring wall, 
is blanketed with "Doonesbury" 
and "Bloom County" Sunday 
strips. Fogel says, "I love' to cut 
stuff out. And it gives me 
something to do with them." 
She could do the cam pus a 
favo_r and airlift them to sundry 
-MIDNIGHT OIL 
[ESEL AND DUST 
D including: rid ~ 
Beds Are eurnlng/D1
~~ Heart 
....... weapon ··-Put"oown 11ia•Soffl811mes . 
~uuunt\\s 
RTH SCHOOL, WORK, DEATH 
. THE PS wooDEIITO 
. WOODEii FHIOOG~:r 
oRTHE . 
lncludlngMake Me Feel 
~ Wh98IS 1\Jrnl~v::hat You Give Out 
Maybe It WonJtop This car . .. 
Bl ' Including: oeath 
. Birth, SChOOI, Work, oown 
When Am5\1f.';':t°ronly 
Had Time 
cause I Said Sol .. ... ··• 
Available at St-rawberry' s 
-Records and Tapes 
at everyday low prices. 
'11D lll 'll llP\ 
II A AND EPIC RECORDS, , ,$oic, 
ON COLUMEBSI A'ND COMPACT DISCS. r-
CASSETT " . · 
. © 1988 CBS Records Inc 
la\ . : " -~ are trademarks of CBS Inc . 
,;Columbia," rn "Epic, ~ 
needy departments. 
Best individual door honors 
on the floor go to Margo Burns 
and Bronwyn Williams, who -
have covered their door with 
funny stuff, and lots of it. Like: 
the postcard of a woman attist 
flanked by a butler and a maid, 
with the caption, "Who says an 
artist needs to suffer?" · 
Some basement-floor Ham 
S!Ilith doors are also intriguing, 
but these too belong to English 
-instructors and teaching assist-
ants. Why do the people without 
Ph.D's have the good doors? It 
would seem the more authority 
one gets, the more boring one 
becomes .. 
Since basement and third-
floor Ham Smith - resid~nts 
aren't professors, they don't 
qualify for best overall doors, 
. besides which their partner 
English .professors would drag 
them down in the campus-wide 
corn petition. 
No, the department with the 
best doors is the Philosophy 
Department, home of Professor · 
Witt's cartoon of the lost aca_.. 
dernic. A few philosophy doors 
are barren, but most have at 
minimum· a few really good 
cartoons each. And the depart-
me.nt has more than one super-
ior door. 
Professor .Paul Brockelman' s 
door has . a batch ·of funny 
philosophy and religion-related 
cartoons, mainly from "The 
New Yorker." And poor Skyler 
from ''Shoe" is taking a philo-
sophy quiz this time, 'in . which 
he's . asked what the meaning 
of life is .. Skyler thinks abour-
it. "This better be. multiple 
choice." 
It's no surprise.· that the 
rna.intainer·of one ,of the·best . 
doors in the best department 
for doors is named Dorr . 
Though Jeff Dorr is a teaching 
assistant ("Logic Coordinator," 
it reads under his, name), his 
office is amidst those of the 
philosophy professors, and so 
he will be included with them. 
'No doubt a stroke of bril-
liance, or logic, prompted Dorr · 
to tape a picture of Steve Martin 
in his door window, so that a 
timid student, finally able to lift 
his eyes to approach the door, 
will find himself nose-to-grin 
with none other than Steve 
Martin. · 
That's inspiration. Some-
thing which is lacking around 
here. Maybe by the time they're 
professors, the teaching assist-
ants with the exemplary doors 
will have forgotten what it's like 
to stand outside a professor's 
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---------AIDs--------~ 
the virus can be transmitted 
through uriqe and feces. 
Maureen Baldini, the Red 
Cross AIDS Educator, reem-
phasized one of Skolnik's myth- ·· 
breakers when she said, "There 
is absolutely, positively no way 
,that you 'ca,n get HIV from 
donating, and I can't stress that 
enough." 
She·· backed up her statement 
by assuring the audience that 
the needles used to draw blood 
are completely sterile when 
taken from the package, and 
destroyed after use. 
She also reassured people of 
the safety of the blood· supply . 
by explaining the precautions 
they take. Not only is every unit 
of blood tested for AIDS, but 
potential donors are asked sev-
eral questions to help determine 
if they are considered risky 
donors, in which case, any blood 
taken from them will be des·-
troyed. Also the fact that do -
·nating is done on a voluntary 
basis helps -ro attract fairly safe 
donors. 
Baldini wished_ to stress, 
however, that donating blood 
should not be used as an AIDS 
test0 as other facilities exist for 
exclusively this purpose. 
Joyce Grossi from the AIDS 
Counseling and Testing Center 
in Dover gave a presentation 
on' AIDS testing. She pointed 
out that the so-called AIDS test 
is not really a test for AIDS. It 
is, instead, a test for HIV 
ant.ibodies in the blood. 
And as pointed out by Skol-
nik, "Many manifestations of 
.HIV exist that are not AIDS," 
sµch as AIDS-Related Complex 
(ARC). 
Doug Hein is an HIV pre-and 
(continued from page 3) 
gets into the cell, the ball game 
is probably ov'er.» One of the 
few drugs available right now 
is AZT, which seems to decrease 
symptoms and the pace at which 
people die from AIDS. Many 
more drugs are available 
through the black market, but 
the-. toxicity is usually so high 
that people die from the "cure" 
rather thap the affliction. 
_Kristine Babe_r, from the 
tJNH Department of Family 
and Cons:umer Studies~ pointed 
out that "AIDS poses some of 
the most challe.ngirig ethical 
is.sues of a.11 times." Some of 
these · issues indude when to 
start educating children, how 
explicit AIDS literature should 
be~ am.d the 'difference between 
promoting safe sex and encou-
raging sexual activity. 
Baber re_presented UNH's 
dedication to AIDS education 
when she remarked, "because . 
AIDS will affecf each and every 
one of us at some time in the 
future, we need to educate 
ourselves ·on -the issues related · 
to the virus today." 
Dr. Peter Patterson, director 
of Health Services at UNH, 
pointed out that it takes at least 
five exposures to AIDS -educa-
tional programs before it actu- -
ally sinks.in. He feels that UNH 
is a few steps ahead of the game 
when it comes to the HIV 
testing services they offer. • 
Apparently, the director of 
Health Services from the Uni- · 
versity of Texas called him up / 
inquiring how he managed to 
create a program based on 
complete confidentiality. 
Patterson replied, "I've found 
it's a lot easier to get forgiveness 
than permission." In other 
, words-; he just went ahead and 
did it because he felt so strongly, 
-as did most of the members of 
the panel, that anonymity is the 
only way to go. · 
He expressed his concern that 
not only would mandatory test-
ing lead to traceability of per-
sons with AIDS, but it would 
increase the amount of fear 
already surrounding the virus. 
"It is natural to be afraid of 
something that can kill you. if 
you' re not afraid of AIDS,_you' re 
nuts," Patterson added. 
He then said, in an attempt 
to encourage students to att 
responsibly, "You don't go out 
and become a goalie for an i<:e 
q.ockey team without a face · 
mask, so don't play with AIDS 
without protection. Practice safe 
sex." 
STRAPPED FOR CASH? 
Do the words "Money in Your Pocket" sound good? 
How about "Paid Benefits"? These are just 2 of the 
reasons why you should consider part-time empl<:>y-
ment at Wentworth-Douglass Hospital: More specifi-
cally, we offer: 
• above average starting wages 
• paid vacation and insurance benefits 
• IA(eekend shift differentials 
- post-test counselor at UNH a~d ~ 
in Portsmouth, an,d feels very 
strongly about the need for 
counseling and education be-
cause, "AIDS triggers all of the 
things we're afraid of in life." 
. • progressive, friendly atmospher~ 
It just s.o happen~ we have a few weekend_, 1q hour 
positions available on the'day or evening shifts. These 
year-round opportunities offer just enough flexibility 
for college students to earn extra cash .while main-
taining their studies, 
If you are Interested in reaping the benefits avail-
able to part-time employees at Wentworth-Douglass 
Hospital, please contact Mart< Fellci, Employment As an example he mentioned 
that people are afraid of any-
thing varying from the 'norm,' 
such as homosexuality and 
death. He also said, "AIDS is 
Manager, at 742-5252, ext. 185. ---
WENTWORTH-DOUGLASS HOSPITAL 
789 Central Ave. 
Dover, NH 03820 
An Equal Opportun ity Employer 
Fit To A ·Tee 
Let us ouffltyour 
organization, team, 
frat or sorority , " 















•-- Loadoa, N.H. 
113-121-2828 
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·~In Search Of 
F-IN·ANCIAL· 
FREEDOM? 
Achieve Your Full Potential 
.Are you graduating? Do ·you haV'e a 
dream? Do you need som:e money? Are 
you ~o:p.cerned about your future?-Are 
you.interested _in Business,- Sales, Mar-
keting, etc.? · 
Learn about the fastest growing ·system 
_of merchandising -in th.e world ... 
NETWORK 
MARKETING 
. - SEMINAR 
8pm, Monday, Ap_rp 25, 
Health Service Center· 




• valuable experience for future. 
• earn academic credit 
• increase communication skills 
• expand your knowledge and awareness 
on Health issues. 
Become a part of your University! 
T,he Office of Health Education and Promotion 
is announcing Fall Training for Peer educators. 
Help other students in areas of physical and emotional 
health including: 
• sexuality " · 
• substance abuse 
• stress management 
• 
.  .. 
• • • • :• 
• • .. 
• • • • • ,.
- . McConnell / RM 208 Sponsored by: 
CORNERSTONE _ACHIEVEMENTS 
Without-the f9-cts how can you make 
a sound decisfon? . :~:=::¥ ~ 
Thursday, April 28 7:30 p.m. 
Fieldhouse 
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The Brothers · 
· of Delta Chi. 
_ -wish· to "eXtend --















. . ' . 
Bob Watt . 
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THE ALOMNI NEY" HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN 
After Five 
UNH'SOWN -
The -A TO Mens Ensemble 
- WITH . 
Mens A Cappelila Singers 
he_ TUFTS Amalgamates 
. Womens and Mens A Cappello Singer: 
S.atu:rday Aprii" 23, 1988· _ · 
8:00-p.m. 
Richards Auditorium 
Murkland Room 110 -
· U N I V E R S I T Y O F N E W HA -M P S' H I R .E 
··THEATER&D\NCE · -·· -
... ..... . ' - - . ·. 
MOTHER. COURAGE 
Evening Performances: 
April 22, 23, 27, 28, 29, 30 
at 8:00 P .M. 
Morning Performance: 
April 27 at.10:30 A.M. 
Johnsoni,Theater 
Paul Creative Arts Cerifer . 
Durham 1 · • 
General: $6.00 
UNH ~tudents/ employees, 
alumni and seniors: $5.00 
AND,HER CHILD:REN 
-"A CHRONICLE OF THE THIRTY YEARS WAR'~ 
_ by Bertolt Brecht 
direcltid by Tony Kushner 
New England Center Restaurant 





Student organizations are great. Down 
in the Memorial Union Building you have 
a microcosm of the ~·real world," and here 
students can have a taste of how this world 
works before they have ·to step into it with 
both feet. In one semester a student could 
. quibble about parking in the Student Senate, 
options in the Debate Society, compose 
the story in The New Hampshire, and then· 
babble on the air about it on WUNH .. This , 
provides an excellent source of invaluable 
experience to any student who wishes to 
While some may differ,_ an effective senate 
with an ·efficient leader is a powerful asset 
on ·the side of students. What makes a good 
president is another often debated point. 
-Is it necessary to have one partner Greek 
and another non-Greek, one male and the 
other female, one with loads of Senate 
experience and the other with other 
interests? Who knows? 
or 'the one· she maae about the former 
student body presidential -candidates jump-
ing on her platform rather than-Gould's. 
Ha -ha ha, they like me better, nyah nyah 
nyah! 
Gould was not exactly the knight on the 
white horse, however. He picked up his 
own pile of manure with his flip flop over 
Ham·mond's attendance record. It seems 
on some nights Gould says Hammond is 
one bf the hardest working members of 
his Students For the University com111ittee, 
but yesterday he decided that she displays 
negligence and "questionable dedication." 
. take advantage of it. 
Problems begin when any organization 
loses focus of the issues and allow petty 
problems to take control. While this 
organization cannot claim to have never 
fallen for this crime, it would be difficult 
to find a better ( or should I say worse) 
example of triviality than at the debate 
for student body president yesterday. The 
debate is the final deuce placed on the house 
of cards which causes the structure to fall 
to the ground, and prompts still-interested 
students to say, 'Let's just get this election 
over with.' 
The specifics should be discussed in 
events such as a Meet the Candidates Night 
or in debates. But surely there is a better 
way to get points across without clawing 
at oppone.q.ts arid turning a nebate into a 
glorified, amplified gossip forum, which 
yesterday's debate in the MUB was. 
Wendy Hammond's opening shot to Jay 
Gould about his poor attendance in a 
political pcience class they share makes me 
wonder what other pertinent subjects 
should be brought into the arena. Does he 
floss every night? Does he buy his suits 
at the "Off Prire Oudet?" Does he write . 
home often? 
This is not to make light of the previous 
comment she made about Gould joining 
a fraternity just to add diversity to his ticket, 
- Insert knife and twist. ' · 
It does not take a, political analyst to see 
that the theme of this debate should have 
been, "Let's shred the other group." This 
did nothing but make the accusers look 
foolish and· take away fr6m the credibility 
of the position at stake. Instead of-focusing 
on positive aspects and issues which affect 
students, the/ candidates chose to dwell on 
the negative aspects of their opponents. 
Who won the debate is up in the air, but 
there is no doubt who the losers are. 
There is no question that the student 
body president is · an important position. 
Lizie 
To the Editor: 
Wo~ld you please lock Arthur 
Liz_ie in a closet with a flashlight 
and several of Marc Mamigonian' s 
brilliant album reviews? His review 
of Naked, from the Talking Heads, 
was honest, witty, accurate, and well 
thought out. This was in sharp 
contrast to a typical Lizie review, 
which is usually 20% "feeble at-
tempts at humor aI?,d 80% plagiar-
ism of the latest issue of Rolling 
Stone. Mamigonian's writing even 
made me not mind the dumb and 
overworked Styx joke. 
Phil Broder 
Safe Rides 
To the Editor: 
On behalf of the Safe Rides 
Program, I'd like to express grat-
itude to the Student Senate for their 
recent approval of the Safe Rides 
budget. As a result of this action 
on the part of the Student Senate, 
Safe Rides will now be· an official 
SAP.organization, receiving fund-
. ing directly from the Student 
Activities Fund which each student 
at UNH_pays to the University each 
· semester. 
Since all students now own a part 
of the program, you have a right 
.to know what the program is and_ 
'does. The purpose of Safe Rides 
' is s~mply to decrease the incidence 
of DUI/DWI .rela_ted accidents both 
in the UNH community and in the 
. Seacoast area·. All students are 
, invited to use the service, whether 
• .they drive to a party and don't feel 
capable of driving home, or they 
see that nobody arou.nd them is 
really in a condition to drive and· 
· they would like an alternative to 
, walking home. Servicing the towns 
of Durham, Portsmouth, New-
market and Dover between 
10:00pm and 2:00am on Friday and 
Saturday nights, Safe Rides (862-
1414) is an option which commu-
ters and campus residents should 
be aware of. 
The program is badly in need of 
volunteers in order to continue 
providing this service. If you've ever 
used Safe Rides, or you are looking 
for a service project for your group 
or organization, this is an oppor-
tunity for you! You can also get 
information by calling the Health , 
Education office at 862-3823. The 
time committment is small and you 
can really make a difference! 
Safe Rides is for students! The · 
Student Senate has reaffirmed its 
committment to the program by 
giving it the financial support it 
needs. Now, the program needs 
student volunteer support. Come 
join a group of people with a 
·' common cause. Your help will be 
appreciated! 
change UNH that they sacraf iced 
everthing for you! You, the student 
body who cares so much ~hat only 
one out of four of you even voted! 
That's why this school h_as all .the 
problems that it does! Because 75 
percent of the students here don't 
give a dainn. God help us! 
To the 2,600 people who did vote; 
thank you for caring! To the lame 
silent majority out there; get off 
your asses and start caring! This· 
is "our" school. Together we can 




To the Editor: 
With regards to the article, 
"Pressure Fizzles Out Little Sisters", 
which appeared in the April 19th ' 
edition of 'The New Hampshire, 
I would like to offer some clarif i-
cations. " 
At this point in time, ·the Inter-
fraternity Council (IFC) has taken 
no action either in support or 
Sincerely, 
John Tousignant 
Safe Rides Program 
Vote 
To the Editor, , 
' against the little sister programs 
at UNH. I would encourage all 
interested persons to get in touch 
with an IFC representative at this 
issue will be addressed in the future. 
On April 12 and 13 ~he U niv~r-
si ty of New Hampshir~ hel<;l ~ts 
annual student body president/vice 
president election. A total of 2,600 
people voted, which is approxi-
mately only 25 percent of the entire 
student body! . . 
The question l ask you is this: 
why didn't. you other 75 percent 
·vote? 
Tliere were 13 candidates who 
, busted their asses for the last month 
_: campaigning all over campqs. They 
_ cared so much about trying to help 
Currendy, the UNH Adminis-
tration is in support of the National 
Interfraternity Conference (NIC) 
and its resolution which states in 
part, "The NIFC 'fmd the presidents 
of its member fraternities believe 
that little sister g_rou.ps are not 
desi'rable adjuncts to the collegiate 
chapters.,of men's fraternities and 
urges and recommends that 
member fraternities w'ork with 
their chapters to eliminate these 
programs at the earliest _possi~le 
time." (Dec. 87). · ' ' 
Bryan Alexander, News Editor · 
· Also, as a reaffermation, of po- -
sition, neither UNH nor the IFC 
has ever formally recognized the 
existence of little sister groups as 




Interfraternity Council President 
Correction: Rob Rodler is not reedy stated in the April 12 
a Judicial Advisor, as was incor- edition. He act~d on his own. 
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Universit Forum 
Checkup 
By Dennis J. O'Con~ell 
In order for ,;1.n organization to remain effective, 
it must do periodical self-_evaluation to deteq:nine 
if goals are being met and to alleviate the problems 
discovered ,by the self-criticism. As the Jones/Clarke 
administration comes to a close, we as continuing 
Senate members must take a serious look back in 
order to repeat our laudable activities and correct 
the mistakes of ourselves and the Senate as an 
organization. This will allow us to move forward 
as a student body with renewed goals and vi.§ion. 
Issues like the Judicial System, parking, and housing 
will probably take the summer to evaluate and re-
formulate goals, so let me as Speaker call attention 
to the "small" aspects of Senate as an organization. 
The Good - As a governing body, representation 
is very important. Senate has increased repres-
entation this year by opening more commuter and 
residence hall seats. Chairperson communications 
are no longer only verbal; they are now written 
· out for each Senator to post in their respective living 
area, thus diseminating information more widely. -
As an organization, we have mo~e than _our share 
of hard-working individuals who have faithfully 
attended meetings, talked with constituents, and 
kept up on (he issues through· their office hours . 
These are things we need to repeat. 
The Bad - Senate meetings are much longer than 
they need to be. Often this is a sign of poor research 
and discussion outside the Sep.ate meeting. Chair::: 
persons and Sena tors alike must use the Senate 
, office hours more wisely by "feeling-out" the issues 
before they come to the Senate flooi;-. Courtesy needs 
to increase_ through minimizing personal chatter 
(save it for outside the meeting) and more acute 
listening to each person that has the floor. Finally, 
your cons.riruents have the right to .,be represented. 
Not showing up for a meeting or leaving early is 
betraying your constituents. If the Sena.re wants 
to continue as representative of the student body 
on all the issues that affect students' lives, we need 
. everyone's input. 
With the latter in mind, it is report card time 
for-attendence: · ·· ~ 
Session IX -- Meetings Missed in Parentheses 
Warner Jones (1) ... Sabra Clarke (1) ... Denrtis 
O'Connell (1) ... Tom Aley (2).:.Chris Sterndale 
(0) ... Kathleen Connacher (5 ) ... Michelle Scepna 
(0).:.Jay Gould (2) ... Pat Sweeney ( 4 - resigned) ... Sue 
Ogden (4) ... Monica Wells (2) ... Mike McSheehan 
(0) ... St~ve Roderick (0) ... Rob Rodler ( l) ... Charlie 
Jones (0) ... AJex WeiH (0) ... Ed McCabe (0) ... B.J. 
Anderson (2 - resigned) .. .Jane Ba,rd/Ben Wal-
lace/Jane Parks (l) ... Sonya Belknap (1 - r~signed-
) ... Meg Boros/Beth Follum/Emily Kelemen 
(3) .. .John Barry (4 - resigned) .... Mike Daly (7 -
,resigned) ... Elizabeth Delucia (l) ... Larry Donovan 
(3) .. . Scott Dresser (6) ... Kerry Ellis (3 - resigned-
) ... Daniel Fasciano (2) ... Kristin Foley (2) ... P.J. 
Giampetro (5 · - res.igned) ... Wendy Hammond 
(4) ... Chris Hepburn (1 - resigned) ... Laurie Horton 
(l) ... Wally Jenkins (7) ... Mike Keating (3) ... Lisa 
Keiski (0) ... Paul Koziell (Brendan Gleason) 
(0) ... Dave Loffredo (11 - resigned) ... Laura Loiselle 
, (6 - resigned) ... Chris McClain (0) ... Maura Murphy 
( 4) ... Karen Polak/ Stacy Mikol/Tina Szepsy ' 
(0) ... Todd Quinn (3) ... Peter Simmons (2) .. .Julie 
Stickler (3) .. .Jen Turbyne ( 1) ... Kathleen Walsh 
(3) ... Tracy Walsh (8 - resigned) .. .John Werderman 
- (2) ... George Yfantopolus (3) ... M-ike Desmarais 
(2) .. . Sue Cepaitis (l) ... Allison Rando . (0) .. . Kim 
Varney (0) ... Erin Dwyer (0) ... Brandon Childers 
(2 - resigned) .. .] ohn McCutcheon (7) ... Peter 
Keravich (2) ... Sean Gallivan (3 ) ... George O'Connor 
(3 ) ... Ed Puffer (6) ... Paul Gildersleeve (3 ) ... Colleen 
Brennan (0) ... Amy Brodsky (l) .. .Jay Brown (0) ... Sally 
Lange (0) ... Frank Gifford (0) .. .Joe Golden (2) ... Cath-
erine Gordon (1) ... Mark Hamilton (l) ... Scot 
Robidoux "( 1) ... Mike Rose ()) ... Kirsten Ross 
(4) : .. Rob Shadallah (1) Joanna Stanton (0) ... Mary 
Tamer (3 ) ... Guy Tomasky (2) ... Pete Weisgerber 
(1) ... Neil Loughlin (3 ) .. .Dan Heath (2) ... Beth Clar 
(0) .. .Jen Pedersen (l) ... Patti Elliot (0) .. Yamel 
Urban (l) ... Donna Durrett (2) ... Toq1 Bride (0) . 
Dennis]. O'Connell is the Speaker of the Student 
Senate and a junior in the College of Life Science 
and Agriculture~ 
', , · .;, . •. ·. 1: ·i- •• :· 
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Do'you wear your seatbelt? 
Listen, I don't know if the guy in the_ black pick-
up truck was wearing a seatbelt or not. I don't know 
if it matters: I just know what happened and that 
I was in my car around one-thirty yesterday, up 
by the lights where Mad.bury Road intersects Route 
Four when it did. "King Of Pain" was on the radio. 
My mind was studying quite a different matter than 
looking for the green light. You know, my eyes 
were open but I wasn't seeing. I _can't realy remember 
the noise it made, I just looked up: 
This is what I saw: A small black Japanese car 
was placed curiously sidt. ways about ten yards back 
. from where it had been only milli-seconds earlier. 
~n object, which I identified as a picbup truck 
when it landed, was moving through the air in slow-
motion,(I think my eyes added the slow-motion 
effect). I had no 'idea of what was happening. The 
truck came down in a shower (suddenly in real speed) 
ofsplintered glass and sparks .. It had performed 
several revolutions on at ' least two axis. I turned 
the radio off and pulled over onto the shoulder . 
Everything was very quiet when I got out. Other.s 
emerged from their cars too, awkwardly. 
This went through my head: Are these people 
dead? Well, the guy in the Japanese car, from which 
the truck had taken off, was moving. There was 
something big and red on his forehead. He swayed 
back and forth strangely. But the one in the truck 
could not be alive. Not after that. So 'do I go and 
pull him out? Do I go and check on the guy in the 
Japanese car? Ambulance! Who's going to call the 
ambulance!? I run and call the ambulance. When 
I get back there is someone next to the marl iq. the 
little car. He is trying to talk to the injured one. 
I don·'t think the injured one could hear him. His 
mouth was just open and he was moving back and 
By ·Patrik Jonsson 
forth in his seat. -There was nothing more I c~uld 
do. More capable people were taking care of them 
now. But curiosity pulled me like a dog on a leash 
over to the overturned truck. I have never seen 
a dead person before. The truck laid on it's left 
side. People already there to help looked curiously 
at (he man who was half-way out of the truck. He 
l_ooked conscious, up on his elbows, shaking his 
head very slowly. I decided to stop looking in case 
he turned his face toward me. I did not want to 
lool( at his face. I was just amazed that he was 'alive. 
I turned around and went back to my car to let society 
take it's course. 
There were wails. Black, red and yellow cars and 
trucks screeched into the scene. Someone else had . 
seen the whole accident, how the pick-up had gone 
straight through the red light, fast (probably trying 
to make it), scrape the front of another pick-up 
crossing Route Four, gone into the turning lane 
onto Madbury (coming from Portsmouth), hit the 
Japanese car, knocking it back and it's driver into 
the steering wheel, and somehow gotten into 'the 
air and done it's acrobatics, so I figured I didn't 
need to make a statement. So I left. There was · , 
nothing more for me to do, I figured. 
Except wear a seatbelt. I really· don't think that 
either of those two -men were wearing theirs, but 
please don't quote me on that one. But even if they 
were, the accident was still real. It wasn't like in 
the movies. I don't have any stats on how many 
people get killed in accidents, but I feel I can safely 
say a lot. Many, many. Maybe if more .would have 
worn their seatbelts .. . Well, at least this thing taught 
me something. You know, I just can't seem to get 
that truck out of my head, sailing crookedly through 
space like .that, like a gut-shot bird. ,,., · 
Patrik Jonsson is a contributing writer to The Ne-:W 
Hampshire. 
Debate turns to cockfight 
Undoubtedly an odd title for a debate between 
Student Body Presidential candidates, yet cockfight 
is ,exactly what I would classify the first half of 
Thursday's debate as. The candidates just pecked 
· at each other, gouging for eyes and just trying to 
find out who would draw first blood. But most of 
all it was to find out who would survive and reign 
champion over us all next year. 
Let's take a look at the candidates themselves, 
shall we? " 
Jay Gould is the president of his pledge class at 
Sigma: Nu Fraternity, he is a student senator .wi(h 
"two years experience." He says he "pushed a lot," 
and got the "people's endorsement". . 
Wendy Hammond is also a senator who says she 
"participated a lot". But, she is also a member of 
the Committee on Central America (COCA), known 
to some as · CUCOO, and she 'is against CIA 
recruitment on campus, she even participated in 
the demonstration last year! · 
Jay pushed a lot, he pushed for the night club 
in the MUB and for a student as a member of the 
Durham To~n Council. The new alcohol regulations 
may affect the club and he didn't even vote for his 
candidate last year, (a fact Wendy was rriore willing 
to point out to us all). On the other hand, Wendy 
participated a lot and demonstrated against the 
I 
By Rodney Callioras 
CIA. I'm sorry Wendy, but some of us -want the . 
CIA on campus, a_nd you do not have the right to 
deny us the privelege of being interviewed by them. 
In °regards to your participation, I .salute you for 
joining many groups and bringing diversity into 
your life, but Jay says that you do no_t go to many 
senate meetings, is this true of all your activities? 
I go have a slight problem with the two daims 
of .the "people's endorsement". Jay says he· has it, 
and Mike Rose says Hammond has it. Well Jay, 
according to last week, Wendy had it, but I think 
that it is only because somebody ~leverly got Michael 
Eliasberg's name off the ballot. Let's face it folks, 
last week's election means, nothing, the one coming 
up is what counts. 
If this was really a cockfight, I would have to 
put my money on Wendy Hammond to win, she 
seems to ha-ve that "killer instinct" that is needed 
to win such a contest. Regardless of who would 
win, they both display the determination necessary 
to achieve their goal. Of the four people on stage, 
I believe that the best ticket would be Rose/Turbyne, 
they know how to control their emotions better 
than the rest. But seeing that this would not be 
poss·ible, I support the write in vote of FRAT-
MAN /ZARUBBABEL. By the way, I would like 
to know where that name ~ame from. 
Rodney Callioras is a freshman Liberal Arts major. 
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8pm . 
· · · Jeremy Rifkin • 
"'Genetic Engineering: Utopia 9r 
Brave New World' 
Strafford 
Room 
Also: 3pm Horton Social Science Rm.4 
4pm James Rm.303 
· $2 students · 
· $3 other 
Next Friday 
'Reggae . Fest '88' . 
Tickets Available at MUB Ticket Office 
$4 students 
$6 other ·. 
· MUBPUB 
, L 
· TODAY is the Last Day 
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Monday, April 18 
and this scene is no exception. 
Strafford Room, MUB Though one of the strengths of 
By Cara Connors the play is its brutal honesty, 
· Calvin: Through ·. The Eyes 
Of A Six-Year Old 
Seats lined with AIDS infor- it also succeeds in creating an · 
mation phamphlets and con- uncomfortable feeling in the 
d0ms greeted the audience who audience at ·times, though never 
came to see As ls, Monday night alienating them from the char-
in the Strafford Room. The acters. 
un.interrupted, hour long play, Before Rich fully accept~ the 
part of AIDS Awareness Week new dimension to his relation-
and performed by the Shoest.- ship with Saul, he is hospital-
ring and Lost Nation Theater ized. He is in serious emotional 
Coil).panies; revolves around the trouble because, ~s he says, "the 
changing relationship between . only thing holding me together 
two gay men, one of whom is rage.'' His repertoire of 
discovers he has AIDS. . . morbid jokes includes: "Have 
Something Under The Bed is 
Drooling - · 
A Calvin (tnd Hobbes Collection 
by Bill Watterson -
Andrews and Michael 
By Ric Dube . 
Although Bill _Watterson 
tends to deny that Calvin and 
Hobbes is an autobiographical 
comic strip, it seems unreaso-
nable to imagine a •six-year old 
that absolutely cannot identify 
with at least several elements 
of Calvin's world. ·six-year olds 
are fun, but they are not·exactly 
compassionate or always clear 
thinking. They are adults-in-
training who have no regard for 
their own safety, the safety of 
others, or the limits of their 
environment. They flood the 
house, use flamethrowers, drive -
their wagons off cliffs, and have 
no moral reservations in calling 
their friends Boogerbrain or 
Tapioca Head. This is the world 
of Calvin and Hob.bes. · · 
Bili Watterson's latest col-
lection of strips is entitled 
Something Under The B~d is 
Drooling and is his second entry 
of sheer genius. Calvin is every 
kid, and his charming naivety 
is all he needs · to stay every kid 
for; a long time. . 
So who is Hobbes? Hobbes 
is Calvin's friend, just as Freddy 
the Chipmunk was Danny's 
friend or Billboard magazine 
was Styx's friend. The friend 
only the owner sees inove or. 
hears speak. Hobbes is a tiger. 
'Perhaps his family sees him as 
a simple stuffed toy, but Calvin, 
knows the truth. Hobbes is soft 
and cuddly, mean and ferocious, 
happy and laughing, or lewd and 
snarling, depending on his 
mood, which · is; of course, 
virtually identical to Calvin's 
The actual determinant of 
Calvin's (as well as Hobbes') 
mood is the pen and india ink 
of Bill Waterson. The older-
than-six cartoonist bears a bit 
more than a strong resemblance 
to Calvin's Dad, but his imag-
ination is shared with all the 
characters in the strip. Watter-
son has an uncanny knack for 
reminding us of all the kid stuff 
we've forgotten. Things like 
school plays, snowballs, babys-
itters (as opposed to babysit.:. 
· ting) and learning-to ride a bike . 
Watterson allows Calvin to 
attack these things with wide--
eyed excitement and slit-eyed 
suspicio11. He's created a kid-for 
the eighties, naive but on his 
guaro, and teady for anything. 
_ Watterson, an attempted ed- -
· itorial cartoonist who fails to 
: see himself as "another Jeff 
McNelly (Shoe), seems more 
at home with Cal yin and Hobbes 
than any other kind of wbrk in 
the daily strips today. A heavy 
influence from Charles Schultz 
(Peanutj) is ev·ident through 
Calvin, particularly in the strips 
that feature Calyin' s rivalry with 
pal Susie Derkins; and in any 
of the "snowball strips." _ 
_ As the strip's animal char-
acter, Hobbes 'is anything but 
traditional. The fact that only 
Calvin sees Hob~es as a living 
tiger while the rest of the world 
sees him as a stuffed toy may 
Bill W_atterson's second Calvin and Hobbes collectio9 , Something 
pnder The Bed is Drooling. . 
seem a handicap, but Watterson 
plays the gag to the hilt, with 
wonderous results. 
unusual, and are never as morbid 
as, they'seem to be. For instance, 
when Calvin's mother confronts 
the outcome of one such. battle 
.by asking, "Well, if you didn't 
get into_ a_fight at s~hool what 
As Is opens with eight cast you heard all about the miracle 
members standing or sitting ofAIDS? It can turn a fruit into 
atop.boxes; they never leave the . a vegetable." Rich and Saul 
stage during the pr:oduction. Six wonder if they have a separate 
of them stand at a distance from section in cemetaries for AIDS 
Rich (Kim Bent) and Saul victims, so they don't infect 'the 
(William Joerres), who are 9-ther corpses. 
dividing rhejr possessions after · Rich slowly· comes to ~erms 
their breakup, Rich doesn't care with. his disease, especially after 
what goes to whom, Saul is· the appearance of his brother · 
fretting over the spread of AIDS .- (Jock MacDonald), who enters 
and . thrnwing out names of _ the hospital dressed in an armor 
friends who might have it. In- of. surgeon garb (so he doesn't 
a quiet voice, Rich announces catch "it"). He entet"s the hos-
he has it. - pital a villian, eventually to leave 
When Rich lets his family and ~ a 6rother. The connection is 
friends know, the reaction is -a made when Saul entersjust as 
quick and final rejection. He has he is -leaving; another new 
no one but Saul, 'whose compan- relationship has forme4 to< 
ionship he ignores. He begins contribute to Rich's acceptance 
to cruise bars to ease the lone- of his condition and himself. 
liness, trying to pick up men he The chemistry between Bent 
doesn't know, never succeeding and Joerres (who are the direc-
pecause .he always ends up tors. of the two Vermont-based -
telling them he has AIDS before theater companies that put on 
anything happens. the play) 'is comfortable because 
The scenes depicting-Rich's · both actors balance out one 
deriial of the disease are fast and another. Bent's suffering, vol-
well-timed; despite the fact that atile Rich is complemented by 
several conversations go on at the ,more stable influence of 
the sarrie time, the audience is Joerres caring, tenacious Saul. 
. able to absorb each one. Seedy · , Tl;ie effectiveness of the play 
gay life is presented in the. form · was marred only by its location. . 
of . two leather-jacketed-men • The Strafford Room's banging 
slinking over . one another. doors and creaky floor were 
Rich's rejections by.other men distracting, especially at the 
are complemented by Saul at the beginning of the play when 
other end of the stage .pleading latecomers were still arriving: 
with him to come back. In addition, anyone shifting 
After much strife, Rich and from fbot to foot made his or 
Saul slowly come to accept one her presence known immediate-
another as friends - -a friend- ly to the entire audie.nce. · 
ship that_ will eventually help , As Is'.s portrayal of gay rela-
sustain Ri'ch in accepting his· tionships, AIDS, and and the 
condition. The joys of the re- plight of those inflicted with 
lationship are captured when it, was original, honest, aqd 
the two muse over past sexual painfµlly funny. The play re-
experiences and engage in ·a · fused to milk jokes out of the 
play-wr
1
esding match. The usual stereotypes and instead, 
locker. room language is very presented the audience with an 
_ f17ank through most of the play invaluableportrait-of humanity: 
... on earth happened to you?," 
' Calvin grittingly replies, "L~f s 
just say sometime~ I wish I had 
a gerbil." · 
A re·cent ~eries in ·the strjp 
brought to light more Peanuts 
influence when Calvi11 played 
an onion in his school play. 
Although his one line, regarding 
die-tary fibe·r, seerns a far cry 
CAL VIN, _page 18 
Unlike a childish animal in 
an adult world (Bloom County's 
Opus), or an adult ariiinal in the 
everyday world (Garfield), 
Hobbes just happens to be an 
animal in . any world. Similar to 
the animals of Okefenokee 
=============:::::::::::::::;---~ - -... - -. 
. Swamp (Pogo) or George Herri-
man's Krazy Kat, Hobbes could 
be almost any animal, since his 
primary function is to simply 
be Calvin's best friend. 
Watterson, thankfully, never 
fprgets Hobbes' true species and 
instincts, and when his true 
nature comes out, he's all tiger. 
Biting, scratching, and mauling 
sessions with Calvin are-not 
\,\~\Jt. 
t'H~ 
.~~£ ·•--~_;_ _____ _ 
-~. 
, "' 
, ~-i'- . 
'f:::::".t;;U,)t. )'ii'~ . 
~ 
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The N~w Folk Revolutioll? Talent ··• Waste 
Cindy Le-e Berryhill ', 
Who's Gonna Save Jhe World? 
-Rhino Records .. 
J;Jy Marc A. Maiµ.igo~ian 
_ Are we, even .ai I speak, in 
· the midst of a folk revival like 
, :rhe one that transformed pop-
ular music in the early sixties? 
Will we soon have this gener-
ation's Dylans, Beatles, Stones, 
Mitcbells and Moby Grapes . _ 
crank~ng out the tunes? Should 
; you · start buying paisley do-
- thing", love beads and lava 
. lamps? Should you start work-
ing words and phrases such as 
- . _''.like, man" <?r "tune in, turn 
on, drop out" and "down with 
the fac:ist regime" into your 
vocabulary?' In short, should you 
join COCA? Don't be stupid; 
of course not. 
Now that I have your atten-
tion, there is a folk revival of 
-sorts going on, led by the _ likes 
of Suzanne Vega, with R.E.M. 
~tyJe folk-rock becoming quite 
the rage. Out of this environ-
ment conies one Cindy Lee 
BerryhiU, a Los Angeles based 
folkie,type. Her first album is 
a kinq of interesting mixture 
of sixtie_s folk and eighties 
fashionability. Berryhill' s voice 
falls somewher'e between the 
young Joni .Mitchell's and one 
of the female singers in the B-
52 's (I don't know which one. 
nor does it really ril~ttert The 
backi?,g is largely an a~?us.ric.-
Cindy Lee Berryhill 
based John Wesley Harding 
style, with the obligatory har-
monica thrown in_ for ·good 
measure. 
- I don't want to give the 
imp,ressiori, by comparing Ber-
ry hill's so1rnd to the likes of 
Mitchell and Dylan, that this 
is in any way a landmark album. 
It does, however, contain some 
good material and it is distinc-
tive, which is more than most 
· artists are offering these dfl;ys. 
rhe first cut, "She Had Ever-
ything," about a ruhaw~y, is a 
standout., The second, "Damn, 
I Wish I Was ,a -Man," which 
apparently draws its inspiration 
from a famous .World War I 
recruitment paste~ (which pie-
. tures a woman dressed in a 
SeniOr 
L "<, ' • ' ' • 
, · ~ £xhibitio11s 
I 
.Erik F roburg 
) Hei_di L. Illingworth 
, these four artists along with Eric C Graham, Donna Heald 
' 
Prefab Sprout. . .. 
From Langley Park to Memphh 
Kitchenware/ Epic 
By Brendan Gleeson 
For all the extra0rdinary 
guests on From Langley Park _ 
. . to Memphis , Prefab Sprout s;ill 
can't make the album rise above 
the ordinary. Pete_ T~wnshend, 
Stevie Wonder a.ind ·Thomas · 
Dolby all appear on the album, 
but their contributions are 
hidden deep in the mixes arid~ 
the result :is a mediocre alburri 
with but one standout song. 
Prefab Sprout are best 
grouped with their fellow Brit-
. ishers Hipsway anci the Chris-
tians, for they all play a soo-
thing, soulful music that . offers 
relaxation to those willing to 
sailor's -suit proclaimirig, '.'Gee!! ~rake the time to sit down and 
I wish I was a man!") is very - let the music affe'ct them. But 
funny, with the immortal verse: if you sit down and liste--n ro· 
"Damn, I wish I was a man / Prefab Sprout, you'll most likely 
I'd be sexy with a belly like Jack find yourself nodding off, as I 
Nicholson's/ Lord, if I was a did.. _ 
man/ It'd say no fat _chicks on I It is evident that Prefab 
• the bumper of my Lincoln." Sprout have no intention of 
Who says fem.inists have no blowing your speakers, but even 
sense of humor? Side two isn't still there seems to be a lack of 
nearly as interesting, except for vitality on the album. From the 
the excellent "Who's Gonna album-opening "The King of 
Save the World," which seems Rock 'n' Roll," whose title offers -
to have something to do with,, much more than the song de-
the death of youthful idealism. livers, to the closing "The Venus 
Anyway, don't hold your of the Soup Kitchen," the tempo 
breath waiting for the sixties _ of the album remains neutral, 
to spring up again. J1.1st stop by ~being neither fi;i.st en9ugh to_ 
the Progressive Student Net- incite one to movement; nor 
' work. Besides, like Dylan (who's slow enough to provoke-your 
he? - ~d.) said, "What happened interest. The result is~a hypnot-
to the sixties? Wiretapping. izing effect, as song after song 
What . was so revolutiona.ry glides by the indifferep.t ear of 
about that?" And who .would t.he listener. ' , 
know bett€r -than Bob, -ex;ce,pt.· To' hav.e Pete Townshend as 
perhapsDennis DeXoung? ·a guesi on an album and not to 
. \ 
use him effectively is a travesty, " 
yet Prefab Sprout does just that.. __ 
Townshend is listed as playing ,_ 
. acoustic guitar· ()n. "Hey Man~ 
liattan!," and yet th,e ,song is so -
layered with strings and key-
boards that one· is ha'rd pressed · 
to discern where Pete "fits into 
. the song. . J ·:, 
The same holds true · for 
'. "N ighiingales,'~ on which 'th~· 
-, band is luckt enough to have.~ 
another musi41 genius, Stevi~ 
Wonder. And y~.t all Wonder 
does is a short harmonica fill · 
·as the song fades out. Are Prefab•_ 
Sprout that confident jn them:: . 
selves that they san use legends ·· 
for fobs that ~ould be performed· 
by standard studio musicians-? . 
On some songs their laid-back 
(to say the)east) approach pays 
off, such as "The Venus of the 
Soup Kitcq·en'," a song abo-µt 
homelessness: The song · has a 
wistful melody that lends the 
song a certain intensity lacking 
elsewhere, and the Andrea 
Crouch Sisters provide a wel-
come relief from the voice of , 
. Paddy McAloon~ which by now-. 
has become tiresome. - . · 
There's not mu<;h more that 
_can be said of Fr:om Langley 
Park to Memphis. I£ you've been 
having troubl.e sleeping as of 
late, this is just the album for 
you. Chances are you won't last 
past the first s.ide. O,r if yo~'re -
looking for some unassuming -
background music for those ·· 
special moments , 'Yith ·that 
· s.pecial someone; tl).,is album . 
·certainly won't. id_terrupt:yc;n,i 
with any sudden tempo ch~nge,s, 
But if you'r_e .loqki11g for mu'si<,: ··. 
that a~tually goes somewhere, _ 
keep looking. . '-·~ , · 
'UNH 'the'ater students rehearse for Mother Courage and Her Children. The Bertolt Brecht 
, drama, di~e~ted by guest artist Tony Kushner, runs tonight through April 30 at 8 p.m; in 
_ the Johnson Theater of the Paul Creative Arts Center. For tickets, call the UNH Ticket Office 
at 862~2290. · · · 
--------CALVIN------
from Linus Van Pelt' s Chrjst-
mas Bible verse, the incidents 
parallel uncannily: Convinced 
a six-year old -cannot remember 
anything, Calvin's nervousness 
causes the zipper 'on his onion 
suit to stick, and he is forced to 
shout his line, flawlessly of 
· course,. from a stall in the boy's · 
ro6m. Lucy would've slu~~ed 
(continuec;l from page 17) 
him .. 
Bill Watterson may have just 
created himself the comic 
world's next truly ageless · char-
acter, surely a r_espectable ac-
complishment to be shared with 
the likes of Peanuts,Dick Tracy; 
and Archie. It's been a few years 
since Calvin's creation, .ind 
we've vet t9 be besie1Zed with 
\' 
Calvtn ·and Hobbes mugs,- -t--
shirts, pencil erasers, and fem-
inine hygiene products; finally, 
a truly funny comic strip has 
· come along by an artist with 
integrity, ingenuity, and con-
sistent humor. For an appre,-
. ciation of youth like no other, 
please ~njoy Calvin and Hobbes. 
McCosker, and Paul C. Pollaro display their work at the 1988 
: ~Senior Bachelor of'Fine Arts Exhibition. The exhibition runs 
.\Saturday May 7 through June 24 in' the University Art Galleries · 
· :,~t'rhe Paul Creative Arts Center. - , · . · , . • . -. , - . . . . . . . , ,, ,,, .. -- . _ . , 
0 
, .. 11 ;,,:~4•, . f;!////;·//~~'l/;~;;~::/l~-t!i:;;~,(;~:t~,tz,:~:t~6~(~;~~~t:~:~:,:t~!?Z1.j,;,:,:~:11[itiac'l/Y:.i)l/l: /~'Xt~~J)Cw/J,,,J'/_·v,J~ •. /, l{''t :'t:c ~· u', ., .·.rn ~;~ ~-~ ~- i ,J- «'J· ',~ .. A';•~- •' . ~ "A:<',,,;;;f~ £ #'~ , -~ t .• ~ 'Jr·' t f~ 
9 p.m. 
da~ce ;rge ~ck 




A Scanner Darkl"l 
L · 
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presented by WUNH ~1.3 FM 
.1 ·· . ' ,.. 
' ' ' ~ 
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS HALL 
-133 I s·lington,.Street, ,~ortsrnouth . 
Brewster ·-, St 
Gibbs Ge.sl Ill 
' KOC J faling~~,n st -7• 1.::,, :, " ' ' 11apl;!ood 
MUST BE 18 YEARS OLD OR 
OVER - BRING A LEGAL 1.D. 
Sponsor:.ed in cooperation With 
Fishtraks Recording Studio 
Rockbottom Records 
Le Club Boutique 
Cinematheque Video Rental 
Soundsmith Audio-Video · 
T erramagra Gallery and Salon 
State Street Discount Home-& Car Stereo 
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~LPHA CH I C>MEGA 
, ~ SFU CC>LJNCIL • 
~AT~C>NAL COLLEGIATE GREEK MERIT 
AWARDS MEME3ER ' E3Y THE UNITED STATES 
ACHEIVEMENT ACADEMY 
*C>MM -ITTEE C>N CENTRAL 
_ - AMERICA 
I ' ' : • • 
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ii He Go...izo Go£.DEL oF 
'fELE.VANGELISM HP..S 
~ALL.EN ON J.4J)..RD,lME5 ... 
... -ru£N 8R01H€R JERRY 
LE£ GWAGGER. 6C>T 
CAUGHT wrr1-1 HIS . 
LOINS UNGlRDED: .. 
Calvin CJnd Hobbes 
LOOK. A.T 114\S S\UPID MODEL. 
\"r---- LOOKS ___ , _ _,____---'I 
AWPJL! 
I GU£SS 1\-\1\T M~ W\.\lli. 
W~S ~N Ol'T\OOf:..L ~OOT ~I, 
?\EC.£. It\ nit 
~~EEL "18..L. 
\ ·. 
by Mike Peters 





By Doug. Marlette 
... WHILE. PA, R688ING50ME 
. GAVE LJP fllS i II PULPIT 
-ro RLJN f:OR CAEGAR ... 
THEN GOT CI..OBBEREO AT 
,HE POLLS---
WHO COLJU> Be NE'KT 
IN LINE FOR ,HEIR 
COSMIC COMEJ.JPpAJJCE? 
®1 
' ' ,__../ 
. ): 
\-\£RE, LET 
ME 1R'1'. , 
9Jt-ACTIME.S 
'(Q\j J\\ST 
11~%. 10 ... 
I Ci\\H Pf\\NT IT LtKE 
T\-\\S. \;(XJ\( ~ow GOOP 
TI-I~ \)\\) T\-\\S ! 
. , I 
-~ j ' 
by Bill Watterson 
. \-lO'trD T\-\£'1 
P~lN1 m.\3R0~$ 
0~ ~ PILOT 
11-\~T'S LESS 
1 "l¼INK 1\.\A1S 
A.REAL JET 
SU?ERIM\'1~ 
ON r,, PlJST\ 
STt\~O. · 
Friday 7:10 & 9:10 Saturday & 
Sunday 1 :10-3:00:-4:50-7 :10-9:1 . 
Mon-Thurs 1 :25-7:10-9:10 
A New Comedy by John Waters 
"HAIRSPRAY" 
This attraction: evenings $4' 
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Crisis Pregnancy C~nter 
FREE & CONFIDENTIAi. 
-pregnancy testing 
-counseling & information , 
• 
1 -practical support . ~ e c~te: 
HOTLINE 749-4441 
90 Wa,hingt,111 ~tret:1 
~t1i£t: ',(){, B. Dover. NH 
GREAT 
'JOBS 
Saunders at Rye Harbor is 
now interviewing and will 
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. The' New 
_B-ampshire/// 
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QCCUPATIQN·AL THERAPY MAJOR \-
ARE NOWAVAILABLE 
in the departmen;tal office, Hewitt Hall, Roorn 2fBB 
;ii 
i 
Students wh.o mfght be _interested in considering 
internal !ransfer to :Qccupational Therapy in the following 
year may wish to ·enroll in OT 5.10 - OccLJpational Therapy 
I 
Theory 1; July~5 - August 12, 1988; 5:30 -· 7:20 · 
,, 
' 
Monday - Thursday; ·Hewitt Hall, Room 213 
'· 
•· The Graduate School -
is accepting applications for ' ' . ' 





for Fall Semester ::~988:89 
Deadline for applications 
1, 
1, 
is June 3, 1988 
Application forms are availabte at 
the Graduate School; 
Horton Social Science Ce11ter 
~ .. -,,,,, 
Plymouth State College -
'Plymouth, New Hampshire · 
· Graduate and Undergraduate-
Credit and Non-credit Courses in 
ArithropoJogy, Archeology, Art, 
Business, Computer Education, 
Computer Science, 'Economics, 
Education; English, Geography, 
History, Jnterdisiciplinary Studies, 
Math, Music, Natural Sdence, 
Philosophy, Pfiysical ·Education, 
Political Science, Psychology,. 
and Sociology. ~ 
For more information call-the 
Office of Continuing Education ·. 
(603) 536-5000 X 2227 
Sign up now for the 
Session: i 
Ma.y 23- -
. June 17 
· Session: 2 
Jµne 20-
Aug. 12 
University of New Haven's~ Summer Session~ 
Summer Sessions are great for racking up those extra credits you need or 
'getting _an early start on the fall semester. UNH has a course for you. Choose 
from a variety of stimulating classes in 32 areas of stu9y. · · 
. . UNH offers five different summer sessions schedules _:_ so you can pick 
the time slots that best suit your busy schedule. . · 
Some classes start May 18, so you'll have to act soon. Send for our 
Summer Sessions Brochure by writing us at: 
Summer Sessions Office/Evening Division 
Gate House 
UI}iversity of N~w Haven 
300 Orange A venue 
We_st Haven, CT 06516 
or call 203-932-7231. ' 
University of ~Haven. 







can .11ow give 
you the _/ 
dazzling smile · 
you've ·- always 
dreamed of. 
t . . . . J. 
Esthetic Dentistry helps you · 
smile· with confidence. ' · 
Exciting new advances in · Esthetic Dentistry s~ch as 
· cosmetic-bonding, porcelain _veneer and bleaching can 
correct · the following:: · -
• chipped or broken teeth due to-accident · 
or sports injury · 
• irregular or unu~ually large spaces . 
between teet~ ....... 
- • obvio:us discoloration , 
· • rotated or misaligned teeth · 
• loose· teeth due to gum· problems 
· • esthetic reshaping of natural teeth 
Esthetic Dentistry can · give you a more pleasing 
smile than everi nature provided. 
You'll be·_ amazed by/ the results 
of Esthetic Dentistry. 
Here is an example of the dramatic improvements 
Esth~tic Dentistry can make. in your sinile . 
Before- After 
Extreme spacing and ir-
. regular tooth position 
caused by tooth loss and 
severe gum problems. · 
A . -combjnation .of crowns 
and bonding , created a 
more pleasing sm~le. 
The art and science o( Esthetic Dentistry 
by D~- Allen Sitomer . 
Esthetic Dentistry requires skill ~nd experience to 
be performed successfully. Dr. Allen Sitomer has 
been a leader in this field in the New England area 
and has helped hundreds of patients restore their 
smile and bring a new outlook on -their lives. 
Dr. Sitomer has had formal specialty -training · at 
Boston University School of Grad_uate Dentistry and 
was Staff Prosthodontist at Boston's Brigham and 
·Women's Hospital. He is a .member of the American 
College of. Prostho1oritics. 
1 
· · 
· Among Jtis patients ·are el}tertainment, sports and 
busines.s professionals. , 
The fee for ·Esthetic ·Bonding. is .$35. per tooth . 
To find out how Dr. Sitomer can· help you . eTic,-~pointfflent. • 
Dr. Allen z . Sitomer 
DENTISTRY - D.D.S. M.Sc.D . . 




Also spt•cfalizinK in Crowns, Brid,Keworx. Dentures · 
:, u State Str~et. Portsm(~Uth. N;H: 03801· 
·7 · ., · '· ·<60:o .·.1:n.5111 , 
r 
/ 
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MAIN· STRE [ T 
. t-tc:Y MAN, SHAOe.S G oT 
A NSW :J"oB WJT/.1 iHE-
VNI V£1tS fTv'f 
1· Rt.ALLY, WHAT? 
. T' M NOT SVRf..., 
I TH/NJ<.·•· 





. by Bob Durling 
BONi W0N·OER\ LN · -- / ,~oor.,u: i •• 
MIK ~ - . HOL'/ PDwtR 
JV S \ 1\i0V6tf, · ()A 'l\AG E f 1: · 
-Rll-"R- .t.--~--i,AND WE GET ·G-O0DJES 
___,.-~YE_S_
1
--:: FR.OM THE. STUDENTS.,. 
ER,Y ,' S NOT FOR, MUCH 
VENTS . LON&E.ll. THEY 'RE 
PLAC PY/NG- OUT AROUND 
HERL 
~C:'D . LG. T U\N 1T Ff.EL My 
~OU KNEES! 
KMow · · ;· ff3-
H, . ~ 
B/\LK TO 
0\JR 
S To~'f. ·,. 
by .Michael F. Dowe 
A H4 .'.' 
rn y FA.\d2 nt 





UP. · SOON ALL 
TH£M Will JJE. , 
· AFTER, THE 
RATtON RACE . 
Y THEIR. HABITATS 
H€:.Y; Lco,z o r.,Fr Hft tf ! · 
vJHAT ,J-1£, H'6-LL ? . " I SOR.KV GUYS; BUT M'r' 1J£W SOB AS' fl UNllliK5rr'I 
CUSTDDlltN R~QV!R£5 /vi£. 




( /'~ ~ _.J,:~ / 
1\ \ \ ~ 
-6 ),· . 
~ \ ~ I 7" "-./ T ,l, - J \ , l ] l ~ J • f . 
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SUPERGUY · by Kurt Krebs 
. OKAY BUD, l lSTc'/J VP ! #)OW I oo~·r l I~€ TH {S D€Al 
A~Y f-1.0(if rHA/J yoo oo, 
so w€Aicootu 6 ro 1uue~ 
10 MAil(; Tfl€06H OFOOR 
uu, f.)6 ro G,€"r ttcl?., 'H A l°?TI IJ6 
R,/6N T ~ow.I{ CATCH HY PR Ff} 
.----------- ,' } · . 
I l 1AY (le A .s To FeED 
APtt1AL,AoD z 11Av HAvc 
SHiF TY~ YcS, (3Vr I Ol !J 
1,11Al K TAtt<,A,0D POof.JD 
\/OUR. ~ Ktx..l. ! f 
\ 
nu T I. F so P(;/?6UY S -4YS Iris 
'FOR THc BEST, TIIA.N rr MUST 
~€.O~AV. . . . . . 
' 
. .. - 6UT NOT JUST fv'IEATLOAF , MY 
FRIE NC, IT ~EEMS TO·BE MAI>'E o~ 
COM?LE)( NUCl-EAR SUS~iAt-JCES OR\-
rOR POSSIB IF€ CHAR- GIWATING-- IN SY,."\BIOT\C. NA1URE . . . 
A LllT"L.E 'I:>RO~ Or..._,( ' GENESIS-NU. ~ 
. :r . 
HP< ,'<o. i,s __ .. E1c. Ac.,t> ,sYw,1-1es,e. 




11 tmJNER Wli\-\ BY 
,, , THE 
WAY 
GEE .. I il-4 \NK THE 
HE~ GoT A P9TAi0E:5 ~AVE iHE 
HIG-1-\ ! .Q. ~E5E!-1 BL.ANC.E or A 
,l. ,f -- SMALL AFRICAN 
.. ,-~·-
.' .· 1 
. ·, . 
·· 1 
-· .. 2ND ANNUAL 
LAM s. i~\!~:B~IIJ(:\-~,-;~~r,,,>· <\1,icoRPIO'S 









t.:... I / 




·;ti rtsinouth - /· 
: Camera\ ;\\nated by T&C, Rivers Camera 
' ;~ ·, . 
rpio' s Gift;\~: ertifica te · 
'AVAILABL·J'\~T LAMBDA CHI ALPHA, 
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. Bloom County Collection 
ORIGINAL BILL THE CAT 
Lt. Grey T-Shirt 





Oty. ___ Size(s).-. --=-
NEW BILL THE CAT 
Lt. Grey T-Shlrt 
Qty. . . Slze(Si-,;.) . __ 
White Sweatshirt 




'" _cJi, ry 
. ,t,~ PENGUIN LUST "'· 
{· 
White T~Shirt 
_Qty. ___ Size(s),· __ _ 
White Sweatshir't 
Qty. ___ Size(s) __ _ 
HEAVY '1ET AL OPUS 
White T-Shirt 
_ Qty. ____ Size(s) ________ . 
White Sweatshirt 
Qty. ___ Size(s). __ _ 
SOW MY 50flt 
TO~K.N'f<OU. 
~ IAM. I 
I 
>:: i. 
OLIVER \l!Et.J DELL JONES 
oeige T-Shirt 
·Qty. , Size(s)_· -~ 
BLOO~ COUNTY BA.BYLOM 
"The newest co.1-
)ection - 5 years 
of strips in paper-
back ..:.. personally 
algned ·by Berke 
Breathed. Exclu-
sively from - · 
Guy Glenn 
Graphics 
-- • r 
OPUS 
Lt. Grey T-Shirt 
Qty. ___ Size(s) __ 
White Sweatshirt 
Qty. ___ Size(s)_ ____ _ 
B·ILL ·'-N OPUS 
Black T-Shirt 
Qty. __ Size(s)_ _ :., 
STARSHIP ENTERPOOP 
White T-Shirt 
Qty.-:--- ·-- _ Size(s) __ _ 
White· Sweatshirt 
Qty · Size(s). __ _ 
List Price $12.95 . , 
Plus P°"stage S1.50~ 
,CO residents add 4.1 % sales tax. · 
Allow 4-6 weeks deiivery for personal checks. 
- Qty._·· __ 
Tees: S, M, L, XL $12.45 ea. postpaid 
Sweats: M, L, XL "$22.45 ea. postpaid _ ----.- VISA --.--- MASTERCARD 
NUMBER . _______ _.:;. _____ _ 
: NAME_-_~ ______ .;_ _____ _ 
SIGNATURE __________ _ 
. SHIP -TO: ------------------
· .· M¢,: v,s·a, money orders OK. -
' ' 1 ! ~ • '1 ', ' I 1 ·, 
MAIL TO: 
GUY GLENN GRAPHICS 
· . DEPT. B • 5 _ . 
P.O. BOX 3953 
EVERGREEN, CO 80439-3430 
(303) 67 4-8667 
. r 
....-----
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1979 VW Rabbit, 4-speed, red, fuel injec-
tion, new parts, rebuilt engine, $800, Dan 
· 868-3385. 
liquidation Sale - '87 Yamaha TW200 like 
nevy condition 500 mi, -Excellent commuter 
vehicle feir male or .female $1400 7 49-6675 
after 9 pm. 
--- ----------
2 female non·~smokers. needed ··tor fall 
semester, to .s·hare ro·om in J'.JEW cone!_'.:' ' 
with view in Dover 6mi from campus, $300 
per mo._ Call Jenn 868-9780. 1980 S\jzuki G5 550E 5500 miles, new 
back rest, 2 new Dunlop sport eqliipe tires, 
Hampton Beach three bedroom house- . govu condition, $750. CaH Gary at 659-
fully furnished for 1988-89 semester 7073 
periods. Reasonable rent $425 call at (617) 
851 cQ747. 
4 or 5 people needed to sublet apartment 
in Durham starting June 1. Call Sherin, Jen 
'< or Barbara at 868-9711 
_Wanted: 1 non-smoking, quiet, neat female 
to share bedroom in spacio_us condo in 
Durham for Sept 88. A 5 mimite walk fo 
campus. $255/mo plus.utilities. Call Alison 
868-1940 
. 1986 Buick ::iKynawk. i=wd Sports Hatch~ 
back. Loaded . Excellent Condi,tion . 5 yr. 
warranty. Call 664-2036 even-
ings/ week~nds . . 
. SUZUKI GS 550L-- AN INCREDIBLE 
BIKE--$800 or BO. CALL SCOTT AT 
862-4486 . 
1984 Toycta Hi-Lu.x pick-up truck with 1987 
CAP; very good condition. 4-speed. $3950 
or best offer. 868~5122. 
Ride a Honda Rebel!!! 250 cc, 1986; bought 
new in '87. Garage stored, Great shape! 
Askirig $1000. Call Craig at 868-2040 after 
7 om. 
Summer rental 2 bedroom/2 p(;irson apt. 
Available May 23. 5 yr old apt. Clean and 
excellent condition. Fully furnished, car --
peted, bay window, country setting about 
2.5 miles from camlus. No pets , non-
smokers, $435/mo plus utilities. Security Motorcycle- 1981 KZ-550 with a new 6 · 
deposit and lease PZ engine. Engine is just broken in. Runs 
Fall rental duplex unit available Aug 28th. great. $BOO or b.o. 431 -8527 
Fully furnished, carpeted, bay window. 3 Ford wagon. runs P!?rfectly. Nothing fancy, 
year old u·nit, clean and in very good but so.lid, d~pendable and cheap. Now 
· condition. Country settmg about 3.5 miles rebuilt engine and brakes. $850/B.0. 659-
frorri campus. No pets, non-smokers. 2659 ' 
,$750/mo plus utilities, security deposit Early ?O's classic Cadi. This is your dream 
and lease. . come true, $300, power everything! 8 cyl, 
Cute place! We need one, female· to share ·· 5 good tires. 2~4563. Mark, StoRe ~§5 
our 3 bedroom apt frnm June ~May. Call . · 1'984 Nissan 200 SX hatchback. white/blue 
Heather or Lisa: 7.42~8483 
FaJI rental -two t'ledroorr:i /2 persnn apt 
pvailable Aug 2-Bth. Fully furnished and 
carpeted. Bay wir;idow, 5 yr old apt- clec1n ·· 
and excelleril condition. Country setting 
about 2.5 miles,fr,ol'TJ campus. No pets, non-
'smokers, _$500/mo plus utilities. Security-
deposit and lease · . . 
Surrimer rental 2 bedroom/2 person ,apt. 
available May 23rd. 3 yr old apt, cl~ah and 
excellent condition . Fully furnishea, car-
p~ted, bay window. ·country setting about 
3.5 miles from campus, excellent for grads 
or _faculty. $645/mo plus utilifies. Security 
deposit and lea_se. 
Quiet fema.le write~. commencing graduate 
study in September, seeks apart-
ment I cottage I r9on:i i.A. a peacefLJI, country .. 
setting. It you can help, please call colle9( ' 
1 -207 -371-2500 
2 spaces available in our spacious farm-
house, summer' and fall, male or female 
nonsmoker. 5 privat~ bedrooms, li.ving 
- room, dining room, huge kitchen, 2 full 
bathrooms for $200/month. Please contact 
mellow, fun loving farmmates at 7 49-9796. 
Ask for Betsy, Karen, Sheila. 
Female, nonsmoker wanted to share a room 
at Strafford House for fall semester. 
· $950 I sem .. Call B,eth in 116 at 862-414-7 
ROOM NEEDED- for female transfer 
student in Durham for-this summer and 
'- next year: Please c.ontact Kevin at 868-· 
37'06 , -
cloth. Auto loaded- all power, 40,000 miles. 
Real sharp. Call Cht,JQ Perry at 77~-0563 
·1979 Datsun sro V✓agon;. am/fm, hitch, 
new exhaust system, new ·inspection, very 
clean, reliable, excellent buy; $895. 868-
7177 
FIAT 1_ 28 wagon, 197 4. Runs great, no rust 
(from A2) Only'78K r:niles, great mileage, 
dependable, must see to appreciate. Must 
sell $450 or b.o. Call 207-439-6464 after 
5 
19" Lawn Boy Mower, 4 years. old. Hardly 
used, n•ice, quiet strong mower, asking $70. 
Rachel 868-6079. A steal! 
32 meal plan for sale, pric'E:l negotiable . 
Call 9 am or 9 pm or later. 868c3366 
Ford 197.9 LTD, 302-V8, 2 door, with A.C. 
125,000 miles. $500 or B.0 . Call Scott 862-
1343 
· WANTED Volkswagon Jetta. Must be in 
good shape, preferably with low miles. Am 
willing to trade mazda hatchback in 
addition. Call Steve at 868-3314 
IBM Pc jr. 1 year old; color mon;itor; Epson 
printer plus word processing software. 
$750. If interested contact Scctt Woodward 
at 862-4247 
1982 GL Subaru Wagon, 5 speed, 83,000 
miles, silver, good condition, asking $150:0 . . 
Call 86a-2141 
Incredible Jeep CJ? for sale. Ov~rsize tires, 
low mileage, $1800 430-9268 
1984 toyota Hi-lux pick-up with 1987 cap. 
4-speed. Great condition, will sticker. $3950 
or best offer. 868-5122 
Two bedroom apartment. Bow Lake, Straf- · 
ford. 20 minutes to Durham, $625 plus 
•. utilities. Faculty, staff, or grads preferred. : r p ... rSO",· als ·I iJ 
Collect (20..,) 76_70-5530 , "'" , , _ 
·· .. Dover, 2 bedroom·s in 3/4 bedroom duplex. L - ~-----'-----
Carpeted, yard, availaqle 5/1 . rent $650/3 . li,1\JA HUNTER: CONGRATULATIONS to 
or 700/4. Call Jen 749-9385 , the BEST V.P./ Rush Chairman in Province 
ROOM NEEDED- for female transfer 1. We're psyched for you!! Love your sisters 
from DELTA ZETA · ..__ 
student in Durham for this summer and IT you are a sexually ae::tive gay or bisexual , 
riext year. Please contact Kevin at 868- male, y@u may be at risk for AIDS. For free, . 
3706 anonymous and· non-judgemental AIDS 
Responsible woman wanted to share sunny . aritibod.y couns.eling and/ or testing call 
2 bedroom apt in Newmarket. Non-s~oker, i che office of Health Educati0n and Pro-
one cat o.k. Friendly person that will be I motion, Health Services Cei:;iter,-.UNH. 862-
around evenings and to share occasional i 3823 , 
meals during the week, in exchange $125 
1 
ARE YOU TALENTfi:D?? Get exp~sed at 
rent plus half utilities. Call Rick, Mairtha the International Fiesta Fri. Apr. 29. 11 am-
(433-5587) or Deb (659-2643) 5pm. Contact Cindy 862-4530 By Apr. 22. 
Summer Sublet in Durham- 4 or 5 people, Using alcohol responsibly means not temng . 
spacious 2-level loft apt, half mile trom · the use of alcohol have a negative impact 
campus. For more information call Jen, on self, others or property. For some people 
Sherin or Barbara at 868-9711 this may be the·decision not to use alcohol 
., · ··,, , .,.~ · , ~~ - _::-:•~ 7 - .. .. - - - . ~ _ . at all. Recognize another's right to decide 
. ~It'!:::=,"~=]: i~f.[~:~~=i~:~i~:,~~;f ;:c~:£:~~~ 
'77 Che1.·y !,npala. Runs great! Perfect TEMPLE ASS! 
summer, cru;,~ing boat. $700 or best offer. ----------------
HAPPY BIRTHDAY DONSTER!!! Cali 659-7782 for more in_fo. 
Golden Retriever r::uppies, AKC, Ready 
to go 19 April. Catt 7 42-6901 ask for Nancy 
or Rick. 
Woman's Peugeot bike. In great condition. 
$50. Call Audrey 868-5406 
DO NOT FORGET, SECRETARY'S DAY 
AND JOHN BARRY'S BIRTHDAY ON 
APRIL 27th . 
Zorro- En Gaurde! I call for a rematch-
There Cqn be o nly one! To the girls with 
the stretcher- you can give me first aid 
anytime you w~nt! -Highlander 
GRADUA1.ION ANNOUNCE:MtNTS ARE 
AVAILABLE AT THE UNH BOOKSTORE!! 
To Our Favorite Lambda brothers, Cnarlie 
and Jeff - _We are going to miss you guys 
next semester! You guys are the best. So 
what about ~bat apartment in the Coops? 
Love your Tuesday night drinking buddies. 
It's time once again for the Night of Acapella 
singing. Come see the A TO Men's Ensem-
ble, The-Tufts Almc;1gamates, and The New 
Hampshire Notables! U'NH school talent 
on parade! Sat. night April 23, 8:00pm. 
~I::::Ra~:~:::::::m;e~;;~~~:~~~ • C~z!~!! • . 
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, profes-
sional quality. Spelling .accuracy included. 
SAVE yot,m;;elf ti!1)e & money by c;alling 
NGW. Dover, 742-2037. 
Congratulations!! to Congreve's new execst 
Grank, Flip, Susan, Sue, Stephanie, and 
· To.dd. Good lwck! next year. · 
, Oper;i auditions for "JOSEPH" to be held 
·tl:rfs friday, Aprfl 22, ·at 6 :, p.m . at the 
NEUMANN DANCE STUDIO (botton of NH 
Hall)! Each actor and tech. crew member 
will be compensated $100 for the one 
performance. All are welcome!t Be ready 
to sing or ,dance .. If you_ cant't make this 
time and are s,till interested rn being 
involved (as an actor or technician) then 
call Jay Apsey at 862-2177 and leave a 
ENTf3EPENEUHS - Start your own bus-
iness today! Regardless of your age, 
experience, or financial status, International 
Network,Marketing Systems has the proven 
syslem for ·your financial success . Call 
(207) 439-7043. Or send a resume to P_.O . 
Box 144, Porsmouth, NH 03801. The New Hampsh·ire Gentiemen Alumni 
are back and they're b~tter than ever! Go 
see them! Sat. April 23 in Murkland" 110 
at 8:00pm. Sponsored by the New Hamp-
,shire N_ota,bles. · · message. SEE YOU THE REil! 
Warm, caring, adventurous professional 
,couple would like to adopt a newborn child. 
If you, or someone you know is looking for · 
a loving home for your baby; c~JI Gregg 
and Ju.dy (603) 463-5575 or olir lawyer 
·oa:vis Bamford (603) 868-2414 i! you prefer. 
A TO Brothers! Go ~ee' your brothers in the 
Ring-In-The-Spring. Sat. Apr[I 23 8:00pm 
in Murkland 110. But §et your tickets early~ 
it's gonna. be a sellout show!! 
DO NOT FORGET SECRETARY'S DAY 
APRIL 27th!! 
' Warm, caring, adventurous professional 
couple would like to adc,.:..t a· newborn 
1
child. 
If you, _or someone you ~now is looking !or 
a,loving home for your baby, call ·Gregg 
and Jud•y (603)463-5575 or our lawyer 
· Davis Bamford (603) 868~2414 if you p_refer. 
JOG ... JOG .. ,JOGATHON ... FOR BIG 
· BROTHER, Bl0 SISTER ASSOC. 
MAY 14th behing,,the field 11~stz. Call 868-
3613 for more info. 
!!!!HELP!!!- To whoever cleaRed out my car 
(It. l:llue SAAB) Friday night. 1··need my 
n@tebook: Please leave it (and anything 
· else. y0u can spare) in a Huddleston cwl;licle 
as _,soon as poqsible! 
Beth B. Happy Birthday.frnm t~e girls in' 
· the psych ward!! · 
Free Grateful Dead ConcertHTJust kidding) 
It's not free and it's not the Dead . It's th,e 
NH Gents. Don't miss the spring· concert 
at the Johnson Theatre on Friday, May 13th 
at 7:30. BuYtickets ahead of -time or at the 
door. It's· .cheaper th!:in a movie! · 
Gwen, though I'm far away, you're in my 
thoughts everyday. Had a great time Friday 
:=111d will next- love Mark 
· Chaz, Ha_rper, Kelly, Missy ( and all the other 
HB's)- get psyched for a great l ime·tonight! .· 
_love Debba 
_ To all. the sisters of Delta Zeta: Lets all pu
1
II 
together and have the best month ever!! 
_ Get psyched and have a blas_t_! ___ _ 
HOLLY AND LENNY: The bobsey twins! 
You guys are av:iesome! W~ hope you feel " 
better soon! Love your DZ sisters 
Hey all you granola types (ie .. the HALL 
HOUSE gang)- Nice lye-dyes! ·Especially 
yours Tim! (just kidding!) Now people are 
really gonna th!rik we're crunchy .... oh, well- -
it doesn't matter because it's not how you 
act, it's how you look .... and we look, ah ... 
colorful. Love, L 
Chris F. -Long time no lunch- what's up? 
John 
LUKAS- A hot and st:Jltry summer awaits 
yolJ in our.farmhouse ... RS.V.P./ A.SAP:- , 
Wendy.- Happy 20th birthd.ay! The pledge 
dance will be awesome. I can't wait! Love 
always - Chris 
Suz, sorry about the mess in the office, 
it really blew my mind. Joe (Mango's friend) 
·THE FAR SIDE 
~ 
~ 
·If you have had multiple sexua·1 partner$· 
since 1978, you might be at risk for AIDS. 
For free, anonymous.and· non-judgemental 
antibody testing and/ or counseling call . 
the office of Health Education and Pro-
motion, Health Services Center. UNH_ 862-
3823 
To "an admirer" -You must be someone 
I know, cause you couldn.'t have planned · 
this better ... you could -be wearing an AIDS 
awareness week _ribbefl ... you might .be 1 
tall- or do .you aspire to become a pilot? 
Whoever you are, you made my day and 
I ♦ 1-u:ink vou. P.S. Can I have another clue? 
Fairchild 2nd_ RA- Happy 21st! You made. 
· it and you don··t have to worry anymore, . 
happy birthday! Love Jami.e ' 
To the scum who stele the lr:iterceptor 500. 
You are a sick individual l:lut I am sicker 
and I will ~ind you ?,_nd hurt you. 
Ad option: Loving Coup 1·e, phys i-
cici'n/ psychQlogist, ·wishes to adopt new-
born. Welcoming warm family. Expenses · 
paid. Legal, confidential. Call Ellie collect 
212-724'-7942. 
. Contracepti've Services- confidential, high 
quality care by trained and sensitive staff 
Slidin['J fees for exams and suppHes. , 
Appointments available within 1 -2 weeks. 
The Clinic . Dover 749-2346, Rochester 
332-4249/ ' 
. TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, profes-
sion! quality. Spelling accµracy included. 
SAVE yourself time & money by calling 
NOW. Dover: 142-2037 . 
Tl'RED OF BEING SOFT? 06 something 
Hey A-1- Well, here's another personal about it. Naut'ilus of Portsmouth, 212 
for you" 1:m still waiting! It's been a whole Islington St. offers special UNH student 
year and ·a half for us: Do you believe .it? , rates. $63 for 3 months $49 for 2 months 
Happy Anniversary! It's been great and · and $35 for 1 moflth. 
I love you more th.an ever. Wilma. ·· ------------~---
RESUMES PREPARED- TYPESET AT 
Hey Anne- WHAl'CHADOIN' SATURDAY MUB coc:is ROOM. SUBMIT ORDERS 
NIGHT-? I'm going to the .Semi-formal bash 12:00~2 :00 April 26,27. Pick-up resume 
at the CSC- Black Jack . April 28,29 12:00-2:00. ' 
Hey Jen- are you, psyched for the coffee-
. house at the Catholic Student Center tonite 
af 7? - your side kick · · 
SIDEKICK- psyched? You bet!! I've been · 
singin9 in the shower all week to §et ready!! 
·csc OPEN RUSH- Jen 
All welcome- FREE FOOD, ENTERTAIN-
. MENT AND FUN!! Catholic Student Center 
25th Anniversary Coffee House Friday 
22nd, 7-9:30 pm, dance 9:30-11 pm 
Jen- Saturday njght is the night to boogy 
down at the Catholic Student Center ; 
Dance!! See you there!! -Red Ace' 
Celebrc;1te CSC 25th Anniversary at the 
Coffee House Friday! Come hear the NH 
Notables just back from their California 
Tour! 
Zorro-En gaurde! Thanks for the duel, but 
hey, there can be only one, right? To the 
gir!s with the stretcher- you can give me 
first aid anytime you 'want! 
U_sing more than one drug at a time can 
be even more hazardous than over drinking. 
The effects may be additive and they may 
interact. in unknown ways . Overdose 
and/or death is more possible. 
Honker, Thanks for the help last Tuesday. 
Where would I be without friends! Yonker, 
you got lucky. 
By GARY LARSON 
SONGWRITERS_,_ Five-week Lyric Work-
sh.op with prof,es·sional lyricist. Berk lee . 
faculty. EvE3nings. Pat Pattison 926-5006. 
Loud Music is good for your ears! So come 
check out the New Hampshire NotabJes 
·and their guests. Tomorrow night in 
Murkland 11-0 at~ pm. It's really gonna 
be a blast! 
Bop til you drop with the New Hampshire. 
Their ,innual Ring-In-The-Spring-Sing is 
tommorrow night, 
1
8 pm in Murk·land 110. 
There will be much to see and much to hear! 
get your tickets today( ·. 
OPEN AUDITIONS FOR "JOSEPH'.' ARE 
TO BE l,,JELD THIS FRIDAY, APRIL 22Al' 
6 P.M . AT NEUMANN DANCE STUDIO 
(bottom· of NH Hali)!! Each actor and tech: 
crew member will be compensated $100 
for the· one performance. All are welcome!!! 
Be ready to sing or dance ... if y'au can't 
make this time and are still interested in 
being involyed (as an actor or technician) 
then CAlL JAY APSEY ,AT862-2177 ,and 
leave a,message! SEE YO_U THE;RE!]! . 
Wnat something fun and exci'ting to do 
tomorr0w night! Well we have the answer-
Join the New Hampshire Notables with the.ir 
guests: the AT:O ri.Aen\s EnserJ1ble, After 
• Five, and Tufts Amalgamates for their 
annual Ring in the Spririg Sing··at 8 pm in -
Murkland 110 
Come to the OPEN RUSH at th'e Catholic 
Student Center! The coffee house- danc~ 
will be fun for all, Friday at 7 pm 
AN OPEN RUSH! Where!? At the Catholic 
Student Center this Friday at 7 pm! 
April showere bring ~ay flowers, but t~ey 
also t;iring the annual-Ring in the Spring 
Sing, with. the New Hampshire Notables, 
the ATO Men's Ensemble·, After Five, The . 
Tufts Amalgamates at 8 prn tomorrow night 
in Murkland 110. 
OPEN RUSH- cele_brate the 25th anni-
versary ofthe CSC! Friday 7 pm coff.ee . ' 
house / dance. Free food and fun! It'll be 
great! 
Found in Pettee Brook Parking Lot- small 
pregnant calico kitty approx. 1 yr. old. She's 
mostly white with spots of color and has 
very delicate features. Please call Linda 
at 862-1,020 if she's yours or ff you're 
interested in having her, or possibly a 
kittP.n? 
FOUND: Gold, heart-~haped locket, founcl 
in B-lot. Contact Lisa in 225: 862-4206/ 
© 1988 Universal Press Syndicate 
FOUND- Grey cat with white feet and ch,.Jst. 
Double pawed. Leather collar with studs. 
If yours call Kim at 862-4282 or Ted' at 862~ 
4288 Animal joke gifts 
"""" ) 
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~ Applications· for · Student Senate ·~ 
-- ! _ Executive Positions are now i 
~ available for: . · . · · ~ 
:¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥~ . , . 
• • • • • • 
• 
, lfACADEMIC AFFAIRS , . 
~OMMUTER/CTA 
~FINANCIAL AFFAIRS -& 
-ADMIN. . . 




-~T~DENTS FOR THE 
22 , 
l'lbLJJ~ 
FR ID AY F R I D A Y F R I D A Y F R I D A y 
jwith l 
~ ~tanntr Jladdl! 
~ ~lllltt lla~kl)! , . , 
S!l~lmt(p 
m §cal1111m,r  
~ ~tanntr Jladdl! -. 
~oo~liil{1~ C§fJ ~al!l1w!!Jl!l~ !Xli1aa 
133 Islington Street 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 
• • • • • • • • • • 
,·-uNIVERSITY : I of Belgium's Subrosa ·Records I 
.¥STUDENT LiFE : 8 p· R I L · 2· 2 preformance begins~• 9 pm : ·  . - · . ' · / · . · 18 and overwelcom~ wit!') LO . 
: . · · . BY.O .B. forthose 21 and overol)ly :ta· p· a·· '- 1· L -2· 2· , Formoreinformationcontact -
: · WUNHat 
_ • . ~ · _ 603-862-2541 
_ _ __ -. - _ _ $3 a -603-~~2-22~2 _ 
I... 
• ~ ,._ 
Applications cari be- picked up at the 
Senate Office Room 130 MUB 862-1494 
·: Dea,dlt~ne·. Apr1·1 i>g~,-- 1988 . Sponsored in coo eration with Terramagra Gallery, Le Club Boutique. J Soundsmith Audio, z R_ocl<bottom Reco~ds, Stat~ Street Discount Stereo, Cinematheque 'v'ideo Rental, 
• Frshtracl<s Recording Studio, Ear C
raft Sound systems, A&M Wallpaeer and Pain1 . ', ~-~~~~~~~~~~~~,~~~~-.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
······························-·························· 
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The scoreboard tells the story here as the women's lax team trie~ to figure out a way to make! 
the entire day go away. (Ronit Larone photo) . 
WILDCAT:WEEKEND 
.; ·~- • • ' !· ' • 
,t 1-.' -~ '.J •I• , J 
2 Sat at Maine 
·_.1:·00 
-~,---:··,:•7--- ,,--- S1iil at Mairie.. 12:00 
. . 
MEN'S-LAX . YALE.... 2:00 
W.LAX ' s ·atf!t Penn State 
TB Sun at Temple 
W.TRACK Sat at B.C. Relays 
12:00 
EN'S TRACK 
Fri ·at Vermont 
__;_ BASEBALL-~------~ 
scored three runs and had two 
RBI, and Hobbs had three RBI. 
In all, the Wildcats banged out 
13 hits. 
It was Lowell's bats that ~ere 
banging in the second game of 
the doubleheader. The Chiefs 
totalled 13 hits enroute to a 12-
7 w·in over the Wildcats, who 
totalled 11 hits of their own. 
Lowell got foiir runs in the 
first, third and fifth innings. 
Rick Staba was the starter and 
loser for the Wildcats. He was 
relieved in the fifth by freshman 
Mike Kozlowski. Another fresh-
man, Ian Emery held the Chiefs 
scoreless in the .sixth and sev-
. enth innings. 
(continued from page 28) i 
Matt Strobel (2-2, 1 RBI), 
Varano and Hobbs hit consec-
utive singles in the sixth. Walks 
to Em_ery ·and outfielder Mik~ 
Sullivan gave the Wildcats two 
runs. -
In the, seventh, trailing 12-
3, UNH would get four more 
runs. Matt Moran and Strobel 
hit back to back doubles for one 
run. Varano walked and scored 
along with Strobel on a home-
run by Frank Hobbs, giving 
Hobbs his fourth, fifth, and 
sixth RBl's of the doubleheader. 
"We battled them .in the 
second game and we never gave 
up," said Conner. "We're getting 
--- better every day." · 
The Wildcats did most of TheWildcatswillgotoMaine 
their s.coring in the last two . this weekend for three games 
innings, after Conner made a · with the Black Bears. UNH now 
number of substitutions because stands at 7-16. 
of the 12-1 ·score. Shoitstop 
Goalie Cathy Narsiff continues to lead the 'Cats .on defense. 
- Unfortunately, the home te~m got blown out by visiting 
Australia. (Ronit Larone photo) · 
~·-----------------------





w/Dartmollth, 11aine 12:00 -
f 
==-=~~~.::-::::''-_:__;_~.:_.:___c...:_.:,_~· : . . . . . . . . 
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Sports 
'Cats snap losing stre~k with 11-10 win_ 
By Bob Barrett runs, 6-4. 
Too many times this season, Stevens settled down after the 
the baseball team has . watched UNH outburst, and he faced a 
· their opponents celebrate late- total of only six batters iri the 
inning victories. Too many third and fourth innings. He was 
:times they have lossed games helped out in the third by the 
by one and two runs, and too first of two 6-4-3 double plays 
many times those games have by the trio of shortstop Hamil-
been decided in the last inning. _ tonj second baseman Jim Lucci, 
So it was a favorable role and first baseman Teixeira. 
reversal on Thursday when UNH reduced the deficit to 
pinch-hitter Mike Varano one run in the third inning when 
.stroked a two-out, two-strike Mike Levin, who had singled, 
single in the last half of the scored on a single by Jim Lucci. 
eighth inning to score Joe · Lowell got two more in the 
Teixeira and give the Wildcats fifth inning on a single past a 
an 11-10 victory over Lowell. drawn:..in infield and the dive 
The e X tr a - inning win of first baseman Teixeira. The 
snapped a six-game Wildcat Wildcats bounced back ~ith 
losing streak. The obvious he- three runs in their half of the 
' roes were Varano and Sean fifth. ' 
Hamilton, who cracked a two- . After Teixeira walked, Lucci 
rup homer in the seventh inning lifted a ball up into the strong 
to tie the game at 10, but the windstream and it carried over 
return of pitcher Jim Stevens the fence in left field for a two-
may be the most important run homer. Sean Hamilton · 
result for Ted Conner and his . walked and scored, to tie the 
team. game at eight, o·n a double to 
Stevens, wh_o has struggled left-center fiekf by Chris Schott. 
this year after a successf~l A hit batsman by Stevens and 
freshman campaign, settled three consecutive singles gave 
down · after a rough second Lowell a 10-8,lead,-but after only 
-inning and gave the Wildcats two pitches in the seventh 
seven solid innings before yield- inning; UNH would. tie the 
ing to the eventual winner, Dan . game and force extra innings. ' 
Sweet. Jim tucci singled on the first 
"This was Stevens' best game pitch from Lowell's Butch Mar-
of the year," said Conner. "He tell, and Sean Hamilton lifted 
was throwing hard and he had the· next pitch over the fence 
good control throughout the to tie the game and send it to 
whole game." Stevens walked the eighth inning. 
only two batters and struck out Dan Sweet replaced Stevens · 
two. iri the eighth and set the Chiefs 
Lowell got on the board first down in order to pick up the 
with a single run in the top half win. "Dan Sweet did a good job 
of the first inping and five more for us .and he'll probably be our 
in the second, when · they second starter in Maine this 
touched up Stevens for a double, weekend," said Conner. 
a single and a bases-loaded In the eighth, Teixeira hi~ a 
triple. · one-out double to right-center 
The Wildcats bats came alive field to get things rolling. Lowell 
in the bottom half of the second decided to intentionally walk 
inning. They loaded the bases Sean Hamilton, who burned 
with one out and catcher Frank therri iri the seventh with the 
Hobbs delivered a three-run two-run homer. Chris Schott, 
double to deep center field that who bats left-handed was due 
scored Teixeira (walk), Sea,n to follow Hamilton, but Conner 
. Hamilton (fielder's choice), and played the percentages when 
Chris Schott (walk). Hobbs then Lowell brought in left-hander 
scored on a single by Kevin Shea Joe Grygiel, and pinch-hit the 
to cut the Lowell lead t9 two -~- rig}:lt-~anded Vf~ano. The gam~ 
UNH's sophomore hurler, Jim Stevens-, follows through during action against ULowell thi~ 
week. The teams solit the two-1 ame series. (Ronit Larone photo) _ , _ ~a 
! ended -· when Varano SCOFed 
· Teixeira on a clean base-hit to 
right field. 
"Lowell is a good team with 
a gootl record (16-7)," Conner 
said. of the second-ranked 
Chiefs. "It's good to win a close 
one for a change," Entering the 
game, eight of nine Lowell_ 
star(ers had batting averages 
over .300. 
The Wildcats attack was well By Chuck McCue 
balanced--all nine starters and Co-Sports Editor 
Mike Varano had,,._~se hits for 
the Wildcats, and they had at 
least one hit in every inning. 
They also scored a run in five 
of the eight innings. . 
Lucci was 3-5 for the game 
with three RBI and two runs 
sco~ed. Benjie Johns contributed 
two hits and an RBI, Hamilton -
Baseball pg.27 
Two weeks ago I was complaining about what a bad week 
in sports is all about and that the bad only lasts so long and 
then the good is right behind it. ,. . 
- The last week in- sports for Boston fans has bee.n good. 
The Bruin's looked like a Cup-winner on Wednesday night 
beating· the Habs, 4-3. They li{ted a jinx .off their backs that 
has been haunting for over 40 years. , 
Weill runs .Boston 26 
"The Trade" in Boston the other night proved not to be 
the one for Andy Moog. · Instead Boston has been buzzing about 
the addition of "Big Moe" Lemay into the line-up. Lemay came 
from Edmonton for Allan May. Against Montreal LeMay had 
a goal and an assist. · _ . 
The Boston Celtics have looked .real good in their past two, 
g~mes dumping Detroit and Chicago, strong EASTERN 
By Allyson Schade watched in amazement at the 
Have you ever wondered who determined pack. 
all those people are in the "The children were the most 
Boston Marathon? Those who . · inspiring because they looked 
don't get first place or top ten at the runners as stars," Wei-11 
or who aren't the oldest or · mentioned. She added, "It seems 
youngest running? Of the ten to the children as though in 
thousand p lus runners,. only 'a order to run the marathon, one 
selected few are recognized. So- had to be god-like." 
just why isit that people torture Alex couldn't say enough 
themselves for 26.'.2 grueling about impact the crowd made 
miles, become sore for a week on her concentration. "The 
after, and for seemingly no- crowds did it for me, especially 
· thing? · ·- on Heartbreak Hill, where you 
"It's always been a dream of give ~?ur all or let the crowd 
~ mine, eyer since I was a little down. 
kid," says Alex Weill, a UNH The runners, encouraged and 
sophomore. Alex remembers inspired by the huge crowds, 
watching the race as a child and look to the sidelines for fan 
being in awe of everyone run- support anl rely on them ac- . 
ning. She thought of each cordingly to keep the marathon 
runner as a "hero". going during the travails of the 
Now, Alex may be a hero to 26 mile, 365 yard run. . 
-young aspiring runners ouJ_ · Accompanying the e::rowds 
there, some of whom slapped support are other runners, the 
het hand as she ran by, handed competition, but comrades at 
her sliced oranges or water, O{ hea,rt, all driving for a common . 
just ~hC:~red her On ' as 1 theyl~. _t~use: I ,r ,; ,r ~ 
. opponents. , . . \ 
"One man's leg gave out near I have had it with Los Angeles. They play in a sissy division 
the finish and two others carried and· if it wasn't for propaganga like what Sports Illustrated 
him through," said Alex. "Eve- . printed in their April 18th issue no one would care about them. 
ryone is in it together and we Contrary to what the article said this is riot LA's year to 
[the runners] like to see as many repeat as champ-ions. This is the year of the East with the 
: people as possible finish:" Celts leading the way. It is too bad that Boston can't play a 
'·: Although running may be an Chicago or a Detroit in the finals so we ½ould be entertained 
· individual sport, one's focus is by some real basketball. 
shifted at times, in €mpathy, · Ir will be fun to see LA fall to the Celts. 
from the personal pain and The Red Sox have had a great week. They are 8-3 in their 
fatigue en.dured over the course last 11 games. They have won four straight and are 6-2 within 
to the others doing· the same. their own division in those 11 games. · 
"Anyone who can run six Roger, Clemens is 3-0 in his first four starts and probably 
miles can run a marathon," Alex should be 4-0 but that is one of those things that should b'e 
boldly states. "It's more of a left behind. That award named after that guy Cy Young might 
mental than pysical race," she be renamed this season if Clemens wins a record three straight. 
adds, "If you're_ in deceht shape Even in Durham thingsare looking up with a baseball victory. 
there should be no problem." Coach Conner seems to be getting the players with no experience 
How about that? Anyone for a little more confident with each game. This whole ordeal 
the New York Marathon? could make for a powerful team down .the road . 
. Those who take th~ challenge- This whole upswing is just that and in another week anything 
and finish should be an inspi- ' could happen, th:;it's why we watch sports in the first place. 
ration to us all. But if you still feel bad and d_on't think any of this is all that 
Here's to you, marathon great put yourself in ·the Baltimore 9rioles shoes. They would 
runners: Through the hurt and give anything to have even one good day, Yesterday they watched 
the pain, over the roads and their record slip to a dismal 0-15. So don't feel bad. 
amongst the crowd, you a.re-all _This ,.is jy~r:-my·.oJ~inio:n>_. ~. -1 ' ' • • ' ' • • ' ' , , , , • 
the unsung heroe. · · · · :' : '-' J \. -La1111m11m•lllllli1111111•••11111111--•---lii.:lillljllllilll=-llliia-ma111m111i11i1111lllllliiiillilm~ 
